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Foreword
Confidence is back – say CEOs in PwC’s 14th Annual Global
CEO Survey. Chief executives were nearly as confident of
growth this coming year as they’ve ever been in our survey.
But with much of Europe and North America still confronting
the lingering effects of the downturn, many companies in
search of sustainable economic growth are focusing their sights
on specific markets far from home – where recoveries are strong
and the outlook is stronger still. In ‘Globalisation reimagined’, the survey explores
where CEOs see growth coming in 2011 and just how they plan to achieve it.
Realising growth aspirations won’t be easy – thriving in a multi-speed recovery is a
new undertaking for CEOs – one that demands different approaches and attitudes.
CEOs are already shifting strategies in areas like talent and innovation and
reconsidering the upside of working more closely with partners and governments.
Bottom line – companies will not only be affected by this multi-tiered recovery;
their targeted investments will help shape the path of globalisation. There are
great opportunities ahead for those who anticipate how business is changing
and creatively search for value in new markets.
I want to thank the more than 1,200 company leaders and government officials
from 69 countries who shared their thinking on these difficult issues. The demands
on their time are many and we are greatly appreciative of their involvement. I am
particularly grateful to the 31 CEOs who sat down with us in the last quarter of 2010
for a more extensive conversation and provided additional context to our findings.
The tremendous success of the PwC Global CEO Survey – now in its 14th year –
is directly attributable to the enthusiastic participation of leaders around the world.
We at PwC are very proud of that ongoing commitment.

Dennis M. Nally
Chairman, PricewaterhouseCoopers
International
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Introduction

Just two years after
the depths of the worst
economic crisis in
75 years, CEOs have a
renewed optimism.

The 1,201 chief executives in 69
countries we polled for our 14th Annual
Global CEO Survey were nearly as
confident in their outlook for revenue
growth over the coming 12 months as
in the boom years before the crisis
(see Figure 1). The rise in short-term
confidence holds true among CEOs
from all regions.
High levels of confidence in light of
continued uncertainty in several major
economies are surprising. Yet, CEOs
honed their cost discipline during the
recession, driving a patient optimism
about their prospects when global
growth returned. This can be seen in
the high confidence CEOs reported last
year in their three-year revenue growth

outlooks. This year, they have set their
targets on more immediate growth,
in particular, by growing revenues in
regions where recoveries are strong and
the promise stronger still. And those
regions are not always close to home.
CEOs in our survey also identified
three focal points to drive strategic
change internationally: innovation,
talent and a shared agenda with
government. In all three areas, they
pointed to new attitudes and approaches,
tailored to deal with the issues of the
multi-speed global recovery that they
hope is now underway.

Figure 1: CEOs prepared for recovery in 2010 and expect growth in 2011
Q: How confident are you about your company’s prospects for revenue growth over the next 12 months/3 years?
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Base: 2011 (1,201), 2010 (1,198), 2009 (1,124), 2008 (1,150), 2007 (1,084), 2006 (not asked), 2005 (1,324), 2004 (1,386), 2003 (989)
Note: Percentage of CEOs who are very confident about their companies’ prospects for revenue growth
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Targeting emerging markets
‘The key point about Asia is that there is no real need for
capital to come into that market. Rather, the emphasis is on
what sorts of technology enhancements are needed there.
How can Asian labour work smarter and more efficiently?
How can Asian operations deliver added value to a global
marketplace that is already well served? I think that’s what
the CEOs of the world are thinking about. Being in Asia for
its own sake is entirely pointless – and a great way to
destroy value.’
Nicholas Moore
CEO, Macquarie Group Limited, Australia

The divergence within the global
economy is one of the main reasons
why most CEOs (84%) say they’ve
changed their company strategy in the
past two years – with a third of them
describing the change as ‘fundamental’.
Only half the world is growing at a
robust rate. Although the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) forecasts global
growth at 4.2% for 2011, developed
countries – which make up 52% of the
world economy – are growing at only
half that pace. In contrast, emerging
markets are booming, with Indonesia,
India and China all forecast to grow
faster than 6%.1
So where CEOs expect to grow is
notable. While 83% of Western
European CEOs are at least ‘somewhat
confident’ of their overall revenue
growth prospects in 2011, for example,
41% see only low growth opportunities
for their companies at home. They’re
confident because growth will come

Figure 2: Growth to come in emerging markets’ operations, regardless of location
Q: In the next 12 months do you expect your key operations in these regions to decline, stay the same or grow?

Region of operations
Company
headquarters

Africa

Asia

Australasia

Eastern
Europe

Latin
America

Middle
East

North
America

Western
Europe

Africa

93%

89%

33%

100%

100%

75%

29%

36%

Asia-Pacific

73%

88%

77%

40%

80%

70%

40%

32%

CEE

80%

87%

83%

73%

80%

55%

71%

69%

Latin America

67%

86%

18%

59%

86%

47%

48%

31%

Middle East

70%

100%

50%

0%

0%

85%

25%

0%

North America

64%

94%

71%

67%

80%

73%

67%

51%

Western Europe

72%

92%

57%

75%

86%

75%

55%

48%

0%
Base: Respondents who reported operations in said region (168-672)
Note: Percentage of respondents who expect to grow their key operations in the region.
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

1 IMF World Economic Outlook (October 2010). Estimates for shares of the world economy made on a purchasing power parity basis.
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from other regions: 92% of Western
European CEOs expect growth in their
Asian operations, while only 48% expect
growth in their Europe operations. On
the other hand, CEOs from Asia-Pacific
and Latin America were more likely to
expect growth in their own regions than
elsewhere. In both cases, this likely
represents a break from the recent past,
when consumption in developed
markets was a primary driver of growth.
‘Any industrial company – if they’re
going to be a global leader – has to have
a large presence in emerging markets,’
Ed Breen, Chairman and CEO of
Swiss-based industrial conglomerate
Tyco International, said in one of
31 in-depth follow-up interviews we
conducted (see the appendix for some
additional commentary from the CEOs
we interviewed). ‘Fifteen percent of
our revenue right now is coming from
emerging markets, and we’re looking to
double that in the not too distant future.
It’s an opportunity that you have to
take very seriously.’
High expectations are placed on Latin
America and Asia (see Figure 2), and
most clearly, on China. China is likely
to overtake the US as the world’s largest
economy within the next 25 years.2
So 39% of CEOs named China as one of
the three countries most important to
their company’s growth. And they’re
being very selective in choosing specific
markets, rather than adopting a
shotgun approach to entering emerging
markets all at once.
Still, the net effect is growth spreading
across emerging markets, and beyond
the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and
China) economies. Take Africa –
companies are not only investing in
Africa’s natural resources, but also
banking on growth in their African
operations in 2011. The interest in the
continent from international players has
not been lost on African CEOs: 28%
have changed their strategy because of
‘competitive threats’ compared with a
global average of 10%.

Many of those competitors will come
from other emerging markets; ‘southsouth’ trade (i.e. trade among emerging
markets) will expand. ‘Earlier, Europe
and the US were our major export
markets. Today, they are minor markets
for us and the Latin American and
African markets have become more
important,’ Sajjan Jindal, Vice Chairman
and Managing Director of India’s JSW
Steel, said. ‘That has been a huge
change for us.’

to further expand our overseas networks
through a range of strategic options that
include establishing additional
branches and considering select merger
and acquisition opportunities,’ said Li
Lihui, President of the Bank of China.
‘Regardless of the approach, though, our
objective is to improve the efficiency and
profitability of our overseas operations.’

Although CEOs expressed fears of
protectionism coming into 2010, trade
barriers overall appear to be coming
down. As a result, emerging markets
are becoming hyper-competitive
battlegrounds for global companies.
Many of the toughest competitors are
making reasoned bets in key markets,
signally intensifying competition in the
regions experiencing the most growth.
Sixty-four percent of automotive CEOs
named China as important for their
growth, 25 percentage points higher
than the global average. Revenues are
rising steadily for public companies in
China – but competition is pushing
margins down.3 So companies need
to approach markets with a careful
eye on their operating models if they
want growth that is profitable and
sustainable. That’s true in all markets,
not just in China. ‘In the future, we hope

‘Throughout the world,
new markets are developing.
We’re soaring in Western
Europe, and the Far East,
Eastern Europe and Latin
America are beginning to
buy more. So we’re seeing
a great international
marketplace for our content.’
Leslie Moonves
President and CEO,
CBS Corporation, US

‘The current situation in the financial
markets has significantly changed our
approaches and outlook on those areas,
those territories where we are planning to
invest. In other words, the range of countries
we are ready to go to has decreased.’
Evgeny Dod
CEO, RusHydro, Russia

2 ‘The World in 2050’, PwC (January 2011 update).
3 ‘Where are the profits?’, The Economist (11 December 2010).
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Developed markets play to
their advantages

‘I am quite sceptical
regarding the capacity of
governments to prevent
another crisis of this
magnitude in the future.
I believe a crisis like the
one we just experienced is
likely to occur every 30 or
40 years whenever levels
of public indebtedness
reach a breaking point.’
Marcos Marcelo Mindlin
Chairman, Pampa Energía S.A.,
Argentina

CEOs wary of macro risks

But developed markets are far from
barren of opportunity. Indeed, the US
was the second most popular choice
for a growth market, with 21% of CEOs
naming the nation among the three
most important for growth. Another
12% selected Germany.
Large developed economies still have
their attractions. Case in point: we asked
CEOs which nations would be most
important for their future sourcing
needs. China dominates the list, largely
for reasons of cost competitiveness.
But quality control, risk profiles,
innovation capabilities, logistics and
existing relationships remain factors
to many CEOs. ‘I haven’t seen a shift
towards low cost products, nor any
change relative to low cost country
sourcing. It’s more about the quality
and technology,’ said Stephen A. Roell,
Chairman and CEO of Johnson Controls
Inc. in the US. ‘Customers are looking for
quality products and value.’ As a result,
the US and Germany joined China,
India and Brazil in the ranks of the most
important future suppliers (see Figure 3).
Developed markets that focus on quality
and innovation are still competitive
suppliers on the world stage.

As CEOs select target markets overseas,
71% are somewhat or extremely
concerned about economic uncertainty
and volatility (see Figure 4 on the facing
page). Partly, this is an after-effect
of the crisis. As Agah Uğur, CEO of
Turkey’s Borusan Holding A.Ş. , said,
‘Our baseline is definitely a stable
political and economic view – a less
volatile pattern than the past in terms
of crisis – but the risk is our memories.’
But they’re also watching a broad range
of macro-economic threats. Rising
public sector deficits is their number two
concern. Concerns over the ability of
highly leveraged countries to refinance
their debt, and subsequent volatility in
currency and bond markets, greatly
complicate strategies geared towards
more trade. And lingering uncertainty
could erode the willingness and ability
of businesses to invest and expand.
Moreover, there is a clear expectation
that governments in mature economies
will have to raise taxes and cut spending
further. Nearly three-quarters (74%)
of US CEOs, for example, believed
their company’s total tax contribution
will rise because of their government’s
response to a rising public deficit.

Figure 3: Developed nations have competitive advantages
Q: W
 hich countries, not including the country in which you are based, do you consider most important to your future sourcing needs? Which of the
following reasons apply for shifting sourcing to the countries you have just mentioned?

China

USA

India

Germany

Brazil
Cost

13%
15%

10%

13%

Quality
31%

Innovation

55%

63%

4%
3%

7%

18%

22%

15%

Base: China (442), USA (261), India (178), Germany (172), Brazil (137)
Note: Top reasons why CEOs plan to shift their sourcing to these supplier nations
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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The sentiment is shared in many
emerging economies, as well, with 70%
and 63% of CEOs in India and Brazil,
respectively, agreeing. The concerns are
surfacing despite concerted efforts at
improvements by a number of countries.
A 2011 PwC study of 183 economies
found paying taxes is getting easier, and
that since 2006, the tax cost has fallen
on average by 5%.4 So it is the spectre of
future government policies to address
deficits, rather than the current tax
burden, that haunts many CEOs.
Related government austerity measures
are also a concern, and not just in
markets where budget cuts and national
bailouts are in the headlines. CEOs in all
regions (except the Middle East) perceive
risk to their own domestic economies
from possible contagion stemming from
sovereign debt crises in countries like
Greece and Ireland, as well as to the tax
rises and public spending cuts that other
governments are taking to pre-empt the
risk of such a crisis.

‘The high level of government
debt in Greece could be a concern
in our expansion in the country,
as a high government debt
can lead to a crowding out
effect, a reduction in private
consumption and/or
investments and constrain
our opportunities for asset
expansion in the country.’
Efthimios Bouloutas
CEO, Marfin Laiki Bank, Cyprus

Figure 4: Top risks relate to government policies – and talent
Q: How concerned are you about the following potential economic and policy/business threats to your business growth prospects?

2008

2009

2010

2011

1

Availability of key skills

Recession/economy

Recession/economy

Recession/economy

2

Recession/economy

Unstable capital markets

Overregulation

Public deficit¹

3

Overregulation

Overregulation

Unstable capital markets

Overregulation

4

Low-cost competition

Energy costs

Currency volatility¹

Availability of key skills

5

Energy security

Inflation

Economic imbalances¹

Increasing tax burden¹

6

Scarcity of resources

Low-cost competition

Low-cost competition

Exchange rate volatility

7

Protectionism

Availability of key skills

Energy costs

Unstable capital markets

8

Security of supply chain

Protectionism

Availability of key skills

Shift in consumers

9

Technology disruption

Security of supply chain

Protectionism

Energy costs
¹ New options

Base: 2008 (1,150), 2009 (1,124), 2010 (1,198), 2011 (1,201)
Note: Rank of top threats, by % of somewhat or extremely concerned
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

4 ‘Paying Taxes 2011: The Global Picture’, PwC (2011).
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The heightened awareness of macro
risks is clearly having an impact in
the boardroom. Risk management is
increasingly high on the agenda for
boards and senior management,
and incorporated in formal strategic
planning processes, according to CEOs.
The fact that strategy and risk must
be considered in concert has always
been present in successful companies,
but has been given a further boost by
the crisis. Senior level attention to this
could strengthen the linkage between
operational and strategic approaches
to risk, and mitigate the impact of
another crisis.

Most CEOs are responding
to a rise of middle-class
consumers in emerging
economies by developing
products and services
tailored to those high-growth
markets, while also looking
Strategic focal points for
to serve the changed needs
targeting growth
of more mature markets.

Three themes emerged in how CEOs
were reorienting their strategies and
operations to respond to the multi-speed
recovery. Nearly half of CEOs who
reported a change in strategy pointed at
the uncertainty of economic growth or
changes in customer demand as the
primary reason. Although some sectors
were the exception – for example, the
primary driver for banks is a changed
attitude towards risk, while utilities
are closely watching regulatory shifts –
the pattern is clear.
Most CEOs are responding to a rise of
middle-class consumers in emerging
economies by developing products and
services tailored to those high-growth
markets, while also looking to serve
the changed needs of more mature
markets. So innovation, in the context
of new patterns of demand, is a
clear strategic focal point for CEOs.
The rise in importance for new products
and services, in fact, marks a significant
shift for CEOs in where their best
avenue for growth lies.

‘Three themes emerged in how CEOs
were reorienting their strategies and
operations to respond to the multispeed recovery.’

8
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Talent is a second strategic focal
point. As they look across their
organisations, CEOs fear they won’t
have the right talent to compete
effectively as recoveries take hold. At a
time of high unemployment in parts of
the world, and large numbers of recent
graduates in others, CEOs are reporting
worrisome skills mismatches. A lot of
investment in talent over the past few
decades has been made in economies
that are now slower growing. Whether
that talent can understand and adapt to
the realities of faster-growing emerging
markets remains to be seen. CEOs are
planning to deal with this deficit now.
Yet CEOs don’t necessarily want to go
it alone. That raises the third strategic
focal point – a more effective
collaboration with government in
areas deemed critical for business
growth. Education and workforce
health, IP protection and infrastructure
development, are all part of a shared
agenda with governments to maintain
competitiveness.
These three business imperatives have
always had their place on the CEO
agenda. But now, with the worst fears of
the crisis behind them and an emerging
recovery ahead, CEOs are applying a
different lens to the three focal points.
We explore them further in the sections
that follow.

For further detail on all results, see
the interactive graphics at our website
at www.pwc.com/ceosurvey,
where you can explore responses by
sector and location. A companion
publication, the‘In-depth story’ –
with more detailed charts from our
entire questionnaire and insights
from the in-depth interviews – is also
available at our website.

Revamping the organisation
for innovation

Putting customers at the
centre of innovation
Turning a geographic toehold into a growth stronghold
requires innovation that is precisely tuned to the needs
of customers.
CEOs are placing a higher premium
on innovation today. Since 2007,
business leaders have consistently
reported that their single best
opportunity for growth lay in better
penetration of their existing markets.
Now they’re just as likely to focus on
the innovation needed for new products
and services (see Figure 5). It’s high on
the agenda in virtually all industries,
including industrial sectors such as
metals, chemicals and manufacturing.

CEOs are confident their innovations
will succeed: 78% expect their
development efforts to generate
‘significant’ new revenue opportunities
over the next three years. It won’t be
easy. But they are making changes at
all levels of their organisation to make
that happen. ‘For the first time in our
corporate history, I’ve decided to task a
specific E.ON board member with the
responsibility for focusing exclusively on
technology and innovation. We realise
that our future success really hinges
on our ability to innovate and mobilise
new technology’, Johannes Teyssen,
Chairman and CEO of German energy
corporation E.ON AG, told us.
They’re also doing the hard work of
putting operational arrangements in
place to make innovation work. Eureka
moments are few and far between.
‘People tend to see innovation strictly in
terms of revolutionary, breakthrough
products – technologies to sequester
carbon emissions or microchips that can
process data 600 times faster. That’s
fine. But most innovations are the result
of steady, continuous improvement’,
said Paul Polman, CEO of Unilever, UK.

Figure 5: CEOs have a new commitment to innovation
Q: Which one of these potential opportunities for business growth do you see as the main opportunity to grow your business in the next 12 months?

40%

37%

38%

31%

29%

30
23%
20%

20%

20

21%
19%
14%

10

13%

17%

17%
15%

15%
13%

14%

13%
10%

11%

14%
10%

0

2007

2008

2009

Increased share in existing markets
Mergers and acquisitions

2010

New product/service development

2011
New geographic markets

New joint ventures and/or strategic alliances

Base: 2007 (1,084), 2008 (1,150), 2009 (1,124), 2010 (1,198), 2011 (1,201)
Note: Percentage of CEOs who see the following as the main opportunity to grow their business in the following 12 months
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Yet incremental innovations can only
become revenue and profit generators
when companies are effective at linking
up new ideas with customer needs.
So marketing, distribution and finance,
among other functions, all need to be
part of the innovation development and
assessment process. ‘Innovation goes
way beyond just the products. It’s the
way you market the product, the way
you sell the product, the whole aspect
of consumer engagement’, said Louis
Camilleri, Chairman and CEO of Swiss/
US-based Philip Morris International.
That means addressing cultural and
organisational factors for some, and
fresh thinking about what technology
can enable for others.

Close to 70% are investing in IT to
reduce costs and become more efficient,
while 54% are also funnelling funds
towards growth initiatives, including
emerging technologies in mobile
devices, social media and data analytics.

Using technology to drive
ambidextrous innovation

Innovation begins with
customers

In what could be called ‘ambidextrous
innovation’, CEOs are looking to gain
both efficiencies and differentiation at
the same time: 79% of CEOs in the
survey believe innovation will drive
efficiencies and lead to competitive
advantage, to go with the 78% who
expect new revenues. Technology is
one way of capturing both; CEOs are
approaching IT with the spirit of
ambidextrous innovation in mind.

CEOs are approaching innovation with
an emphasis on putting customers first.
‘Companies give innovation a lot of
“airtime” but not enough “dollar time”,’
said Vineet Nayar, Vice Chairman
and CEO of India’s HCL Technologies.
‘At HCL, we put innovation on our
balance sheet. We innovate on behalf of
our customers and participate with them
in the risk associated with innovation.
When innovation results in a new

Cloud computing, for example, can
enable companies to manage business
processes more efficiently. But it can
also empower entirely new business
models, for example, ones that connect
supply chain partners in a single
differentiated offering for customers.
In the survey, CEOs told us they
are exploring both possibilities for
technology, in general, and for cloud
computing, in particular.

revenue stream for them, we share in it.
We have this arrangement now with
several customers. It’s a way of “putting
your money where your mouth is”.’
Many companies are bringing their
innovation activities closer to their
customers by giving customers a say
in the design of offerings, or opening
innovation up to more partners.
A consumer goods business looking to
expand in India, for example, is focused
not only on shipping the best possible
product out of its facilities, but also on
where it is best designed, and on how
to package, distribute and sell it into a
changing marketplace. Innovation takes
place at each stage and increasingly
with different partners along the way.
‘Today, nearly every new item we
bring out was produced with at least
one partner somewhere in the world’,
said Bob McDonald, Chairman of the
Board, President and CEO of US-based
Procter & Gamble Company (P&G)
‘For example, we co-locate scientists
from partner organisations and from
our organisation in the same laboratory.
It’s amazing what you can do when
you knock down the barriers in an
organisation or the barriers between
organisations.’

Making innovation local

‘Innovation has a cultural dimension too, so Angang Steel
has taken steps to nurture a culture in which innovation
can thrive. This includes building relationships with
external research institutions; engaging clients in research
and development; creating a corporate environment in
which risk-taking is encouraged and mistakes are tolerated,
and recognising and rewarding individual initiative.’
Dr. Zhang Xiaogang
President, Anshan Iron and Steel Group Corporation, China
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Innovation is considered an essential
ingredient to a global model. ‘You end
up having to innovate simply to provide
the same high-standards across very
diverse operating environments’,
said Douglas M. Baker, Jr., Chairman,
President and CEO of Ecolab, in the
US. ‘So, innovation is a constant in
our business.’

Some CEOs, however, are literally
moving development processes to
customer locales, in order to get closer
to them. They’re creating products
for faster-growing markets, in those
markets, and then distributing
worldwide. General Electric’s CEO,
Jeffrey Immelt, described GE’s ‘reverse
innovation’ strategy in 2009. Developing
products domestically ‘worked fine in
an era when rich countries accounted
for the vast majority of the market
and other countries didn’t offer much
opportunity. But those days are over –
thanks to the rapid development of
populous countries like China and India
and the slowing growth of wealthy
nations’, he wrote.5
Similarly, Juha Rantanen, President and
CEO of the Finnish firm, Outokumpu
Oyi, told us, ‘One of the big issues for us
is that our European-based customers
are moving many of their operations
off-shore.’ As a result, with its customers
increasingly moving their factories to
China, Outokumpu established a new
service centre in Shanghai – to serve
existing customers as well as new
customers in China.

Giving consumers their say
You can’t get closer to consumers than
involving them directly in product and
service development, a trend that many
CEOs see coming. That doesn’t mean
shoppers are putting on lab coats and
entering clean rooms. More frequently,
it involves having consumers test
new offerings before they’re launched.
Media and entertainment companies,
for example, increasingly factor input
from the global consumer base in
determining the viability of new
products and consumption models,
before the ‘official’ product launch.6

‘The question is, where do
you place your bets? If you
go on a certain new media
platform, is it going to hurt
any of your core businesses?’
Leslie Moonves
President and CEO, CBS Corporation, US

Consumers now expect that level of
engagement from businesses.
Technology has become a key enabler, as
well as a driver of consumer involvement
in product development. Close to half
of consumer-facing CEOs in the survey
foresee social media and mobile devices
prompting a ‘significant change’ to their
strategy, as consumers turn to these
media to voice their preferences. U.S.
Bancorp is investing in mobile banking
technology, for example, deciding
the time is now right. ‘The next step,
though, is mobile banking and the
advent of transaction-based activities,
including banking on the more viral
options, and so we have been investing
heavily in that’, said Chairman,
President and CEO Richard K. Davis.
‘But five years ago we would not have
been investing but, waiting for others to
do it and then being a quick follower.’
Companies are responding to changing
consumer expectations in other ways.
Many continue to innovate in energysaving and sustainable technologies,
not because of the prospect of regulation,
but rather because enough consumers are
telling companies they prefer sustainable
products and green companies. So 64% of

CEOs said that developing environmentally
friendly products or services are an
‘important part’ of their companies’
innovation strategy, a nod to the
greening of consumers.

Opening innovation to supply
chain partners and beyond
The same demand for innovation is
driven through the supply chain.
‘Our basic strategy is focused on
improving technology to improve
fuel economy and reduce emissions.
Every country in the world is focused on
improving fuel economy and reducing
CO2 emissions. It’s turned out to be an
excellent strategy. It was strong before
the recession, it was strong during
the recession and it’s strong after the
recession.’, Timothy M. Manganello,
Chairman and CEO, BorgWarner Inc.,
said in an interview. The US auto
components supplier reduced operating
costs during the recession, but has
continued to reinvest in technology,
innovation and new product launches.
Post-recession, its fuel economy and
emissions technologies are driving sales
while profits growth is stemming from
cost-control strategies, he said.

5 ‘How GE is disrupting itself’, Harvard Business Review (October 2009).
6 ‘Global Entertainment and Media Outlook: 2010-2014’, PwC (2010).
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It’s not uncommon for supply chain
partners to work together in the search
for innovation; 39% of CEOs this year
expect the majority of their innovations
to be co-developed, following
established models for supplier
innovation (see Figure 6). Consider the
automobile industry, where a lot of
high-value components emerge from
suppliers. Entirely new industries are
evolving with supplier partnerships in
innovation at the core; utilities are
working jointly with electric car, battery
makers and IT companies around the
smart grid, for example.

‘In order to strengthen our
R&D efforts, we have entered
into collaboration agreements
with universities in Mexico,
the United States and
Europe. We also have
technological partners in
some of our companies, who
provide us with valuable
support in this field.’

In part, the willingness to team-up
reflects post-recessionary challenges
with working capital, which is also
reflected in the popularity of joint
ventures over M&A among most
CEOs in the survey. Many CEOs are
concluding that no one organisation
has enough of the right people and the
right amount of funding to innovate
successfully on its own.

Armando Garza Sada
Chairman of the Board of Directors,
Alfa, S.A.B. de C.V., Mexico

Given that an estimated 90% of all
patents expire without creating any
economic value,7 an approach to
innovation that envelops employees,
partners and alliances makes sense.
It keeps costs down and improves the
odds of success. Open innovation
provides companies a way to use
market discipline to foster innovation.
‘The world has changed. The definition
of ‘competition’ is different’, P&G’s

McDonald said. ‘Another thing we
spend a lot of time talking about is
new categories we can create. Often,
new categories will fall between the
boundaries of two existing categories.
So if you’re an innovative company
and you’re organised by category,
who’s going to invent the category
that falls between the boundaries?’
Similarly, UK based Unilever believes
changing the relationship with its
entire supply chain is how it can drive
innovation. ‘Tesco is going to be around
for another hundred years or more –
and so is Unilever. It only makes sense
to work in concert to meet consumers’
needs’, said CEO, Paul Polman.
‘By working together towards a
common goal there is much more value
to be gained than there is in haggling
over costs.’

In brief: Innovation
CEOs are adopting new strategies
to embrace technology and
innovation, and get closer to
customers. Innovation has become
a big tent, with companies at once
giving customers a say in product
offerings, opening innovation up
to more partners, and shifting
development to the countries
where they’ll be purchased.

Figure 6: CEOs expect innovation to involve external partners
Q: T
 o what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your expectations regarding your company’s innovation over the
next three years?
5 12
13
18
24
29

41

24

30

26

1 An important part of our innovation strategy is to develop products
or services that are environmentally friendly

23

2 We expect the majority of our innovation to be co-developed
with partners outside of our organisation

9

26

3 We use M&A as a significant source of innovation

7

27

19

10

4 We expect the majority of our innovations to be developed in markets
other than the country in which we are based

27

18

7

5 We expect government assistance to boost our innovation output

%

Disagree strongly

Disagree

Agree

Agree strongly

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: Expectations regarding companies’ innovation over the next 3 years
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

7 C. Wasden, ‘Getting beyond novelty: How discipline and failure foster innovation’, View, PwC (Fall 2009).
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Bridging global skills gaps
Growth opportunities, especially in emerging markets,
prompt changes to talent strategies

‘As we look at growing
globally, we recognise
we’re going to need a more
diverse workforce, including
more women and different
geographic leaders.’
Stephen A. Roell
Chairman and CEO, Johnson Controls,
Inc., US

The ‘war for talent’ was declared more
than 10 years ago, but few CEOs are
prepared to declare victory. They know
talent isn’t just a numbers game. It
means finding, retaining and motivating
employees whose skills really fit the
company’s strategy. Given that 84%
of CEOs have changed strategies in the
past two years, companies’ talent needs
are changing, too. So talent is now at
the top of the CEO agenda for 2011,
across all regions (see Figure 7).
More companies expect to add jobs in
2011 than they did in 2010 – led by
industrial sectors such as chemicals,
automotive and manufacturing. There
are other differences by region and by
industry. The entertainment & media

sector is the least optimistic about
jobs growth, for example, as industry
dynamics adapt to internet delivery
models. By contrast, the technology
sector is the second most likely to add
jobs. (For a detailed look at which
regions and industries are adding jobs,
go to www.pwc.com/ceosurvey.)
As more ready plans to hire, the talent
crunch becomes more apparent:
two-thirds of CEOs believe they’re
facing a limited supply of skilled
candidates, particularly as they establish
a long-term presence in key emerging
markets. ‘As we shift eastward, we have
to make sure that our corporate culture
and operating model reflect the markets
there. Trying to get that right is where
I spend most of my time’, Paul Polman,
CEO of Unilever told us. The consumer
products group expects around 70% of
its business will come from Asia-Pacific
within 10 years.

Figure 7: Talent is now on top of the CEO agenda
Q: In response to changes in the global business environment, to what extent do you anticipate changes to any of the following areas of your
company’s organisation or operating model over the next 12 months?
17

31

52

23

54

23

1 Strategies for managing talent
2 Approach to managing risk

23

48

28

3 Investment decisions

25

47

27

4 Organisational structure (including M&A)

36

22

41

5 Corporate reputation and rebuilding trust

50

34

15

6 Capital structure

52

34

12

7 Engagement with your board of directors

%

No change

Some change

A major change

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: Anticipated changes in the companies’ organisation or operating model over the next 12 months
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Thinking globally and locally
Filling skills gaps in these regions begins
with companies making themselves
more attractive to potential and current
employees, and looking for better ways
to develop and deploy staff globally.
Becoming the ‘employer of choice’ is a
vital advantage in dynamic markets
where top talent has the pick of jobs
from domestic and foreign employers.
Hiring the best workers amounts to
nothing if the firm can’t retain top talent
in hypercompetitive talent markets.

In high growth markets such as China,
India and parts of Latin America, talent
shortages are as critical as – and in some
cases more acute than – the rest of the
world. Businesses looking to double or
triple revenue in five years in emerging
markets, for example, and anticipating
equivalent growth in their workforces,
find that the availability of talent is
often their biggest constraint. In 2010,
41% of employers in Asia-Pacific had
difficulty filling positions, according to
a Manpower survey of 35,000 employers
worldwide, 10 percentage points greater
than the global average.8

‘For much of its history, Kirin was focused on serving a
domestic market only, but in the past few years, we changed
course dramatically and have embraced globalisation.
Consequently, Kirin needs human resources that are capable
of working with people of very different backgrounds
and nationalities. So our priority is to make sure that
our young and up-and-coming managers are prepared to
work internationally. For their part, however, our young
employees appear to have an intrinsic expectation of
building careers that include assignments in other
countries. We also actively recruit veterans with extensive
international business experience.’

Despite the relatively large numbers of
recent graduates in emerging markets,
around 40% of CEOs report difficulty
forecasting talent availability in these
regions. ‘These nascent markets come
with various uncertainties. One is
the regulatory environment; another
is talent-related. Finding the appropriate
talent to take advantage of the growth
prospects of emerging markets is one
of the biggest challenges we face,’
Louis Camilleri, Chairman and CEO
of Swiss/US-based Philip Morris
International, pointed out. ‘There is a
high level of education, there’s a lot of
enthusiasm, but there is a pretty steep
learning curve as well. It’s just a
process, and it will take some time in
some markets.’

Senji Miyake
President and CEO, Kirin Holdings Company, Limited, Japan

Figure 8: Retention and deployment figure highly in CEOs’ talent strategies
Q: To what extent do you plan to change your people strategy in the following ways over the next 12 months?
34

47

39

18

40

44

19

41

52

13

34

12

1 Use more non-financial rewards to motivate staff
2 Deploy more staff to international assignments
3 Work with government/education systems to improve skills in the talent pool
4 Incentivise young workers differently than others

56

32

11

5 Change policies to attract and retain more women

57

32

10

6 Increasingly recruit and attempt to retain older workers

58

32

8

7 Set compensation limits for executive talent

66

26

71

20

7

8 Grow our contingent workforce faster than our full-time workforce

7

9 Relocate operations because of talent availability

%

No change

Some change

Significant change

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: Plan to change people strategy in the following 12 months
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

8 ‘Supply/Demand: 2010 Talent Shortage Survey Results’, Manpower (2010).
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Stepping up overseas
deployments
Over half of CEOs are planning to send
more staff on international assignments
in 2011 (see Figure 8). The number of
international assignments among
multinationals increased 25% over the
past decade; PwC predicts there will
be further 50% growth over the next
10 years.9 Indeed, 20% of our CEO
respondents lead organisations based
in a nation other than the one where
they were born. In the talent market,
skilled employees with experience in
more than one country are increasingly
viewed as valuable as their specialties.
Nonetheless, close to half of CEOs
foresee problems deploying experienced
employees in other countries.
Global deployments are a first step to
address shortages as company footprints
change, but many CEOs know they need
to nurture local talent in the long run.
‘We use foreign managers to manage
foreign companies because they have
the best management team already;
it’s totally impossible for us to go over
there and manage them well. We have
learnt some lessons in this regard’,
Zhou Zhongshu, President of China
Minmetals Corporation told us.
Any idea that a centralised headquarters
can effectively dictate to far-flung
operations in increasingly important
markets is disappearing. Many of
today’s multinationals want to give
independence to local managers, to get
closer to those markets. ‘We’re building
the next generation of leadership to take
International Paper to the next level,’
John V. Faraci, Chairman and CEO of
the US-based firm, said. ‘We don’t
believe you can run a global business
with expatriates. You’ve got to have
local talent. They understand the local
culture and how to do business there.’

‘A top priority in our HR strategy
is to develop more financial
management talent enhanced with
international experience to the extent
possible, to support the Bank’s future
global development.’
Li Lihui
President, Bank of China, China

Casting wider nets in the
talent pool
The scale of shortages CEOs describe is
leading to some new thinking around
existing workforces. Consider two talent
challenges reported in the survey:
two-thirds of CEOs believe there is
a limited supply of candidates with
the right skills, and creativity in the
workforce was found lacking by 44%
of CEOs. Fortunately, companies have
alternatives within their own companies
and communities that can address
both challenges at once – by tapping
underutilised pools of talent.
In virtually all markets, for example,
many fewer women than men are active
in the labour market.10 Some companies
have already taken note. For example, in
South Korea, where only 60% of female
university graduates aged 25–64 are
working, foreign multinationals got
ahead ‘by aggressively hiring an
excluded group, women, in the local
managerial labour market’, according
to research from the Harvard Business
School.11 But there is a lot further to go:
only 11% of CEOs globally are planning
‘significant change’ to policies to attract
and retain more of their female
employees today.

9 ‘Talent Mobility 2020:The next generation of international assignments’, PwC (2010).
10 ‘Women in labour markets: Measuring progress and identifying challenges’, ILO (March 2010).
11 J. Siegel, L. Pyun and B.Y. Cheon, ‘Multinational Firms, Labour Market Discrimination, and the Capture of Competitive Advantage by Exploiting the Social Divide’, Harvard Business School working
paper (2010).
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‘Only 20% of our young people every year are studying at
the university. OECD said we should have at least 40% or
50%. And we said no because we do not want an “academic
proletariat”. We have our dual education system with
apprenticeships on the one hand and university studies on
the other. I think it’s a perfect model. It’s something that
other countries don’t have.’
Prof. Dr. Peter Gomez
Chairman of the Board, SIX Group AG, Switzerland
Older workers are another underutilised
pool of talent. In many countries,
populations are ageing and baby
boomers are becoming eligible for
retirement. In the US, for example,
more than one in 10 employees are
currently eligible for retirement. Over
half of North American CEOs foresee
challenges as older workers retire. Even
though many valuable workers nearing
the traditional retirement age say they
want to carry on working, only 10% of
CEOs are planning significant changes
to hold on to older workers.
Similarly, over half of CEOs (54%)
foresee challenges in recruiting
and retaining younger employees –
the mercurial Generation Y workers
who have their own distinct
expectations about their relationships
with employers. However, outside of
Latin America, only a minority of
businesses are changing the way they
incentivise younger employees to
improve recruitment.
These three pools of talent are particularly
vital in thinner talent markets where
skills are scarcer – but they require
specific strategies to approach. You can’t
just pay lip service to them. As India-based
HCL Technologies Vice Chairman and
CEO, Vineet Nayar, told us, ‘With
Generation Y coming into the business,
hierarchies have to disappear. Generation
Y expects to work in communities of
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mutual interest and passion – not
structured hierarchies. Consequently,
people management strategies will have
to change so that they look more like
Facebook and less like the pyramid
structures that we are used to.’
Successfully attracting, developing,
deploying and retaining from these
talent pools also helps to address the
creativity challenge. A diversity of
backgrounds on a well-managed team
tends to foster diversity of thought
– which is a key driver for creativity and
innovation. Ivan Blagodyr, General
Director of Russian energy group JSC
RAO Energy Systems of East, had that in
mind regarding one such pool: ‘We need
to readjust our thinking, become more
innovative, and it’s very important not
just to have proper qualifications and
experience but a proper mindset as well.
That is why I think it’s important to
recruit young people.’ No doubt others
have had similar experiences when
they’ve tapped underutilised pools of
talent of their own.

Necessity is the mother
of retention
Many employers made concerted efforts
through the recession to hold as many
qualified people as possible, opting for
hiring freezes and pay-cuts rather than
layoffs. Voluntary turnover declined in
mature economies during the recession,
but historical trends demonstrate that
it will return.
In hot talent markets, turnover rates can
be high, reflecting scarcity. Annual staff
turnover in China can reach 20% or
even 40% in some sectors, compared to
turnover rates that are typically less
than 10% in the US or UK. ‘Assembling
talent is part of the reason companies
are making acquisitions in the emerging
markets. At the same time, retaining
that talent is very tough. In China right
now, competition for people is quite
fierce’, said Ed Breen, Chairman and CEO
of Tyco International, based in Switzerland.
A majority of CEOs globally said they’re
concerned about competitors recruiting
key personnel.

Countering talent poachers
Recognising these trends, CEOs are
changing their people strategies to
improve employee engagement and
retention. Most CEOs (65%) say they
plan to use more ‘non-financial’ rewards.
These approaches can take many
forms, but often involve training and
mentoring programmes, with a closer
focus on career trajectories. ‘There are
an enormous number of talented people
in the world. But the trick for any
organisation is to hire people early
enough so that their careers can grow
in tandem with the organisation’s
vision of its future,’ said Gregory R.
Page, Chairman and CEO of Cargill,
Incorporated in the US.
Likewise, Russian rail transport group
Globaltrans adopted a ‘careful’ approach
to pay increases during the recession,
‘Of course, during the crisis we were
a bit more careful about annual pay
increases. But that was the only action
we took that affected our work force.
There was no significant reduction in
headcount – but neither were there new
joiners,’ noted Chairman of the Board
of Directors Alexander Eliseev. ‘The key
to our people strategy is to provide
every employee with the opportunity to
advance their professional development.’
Instilling a deeper sense of ownership
by spreading employee stock ownership
more widely is another important
retention tool for CEOs. ‘In a highgrowth economy like India, many
companies are building capacity rapidly
and, as a result, become easy targets for
talent-poaching. So, employee retention
is a real challenge,’ said Sajjan Jindal,
Vice Chairman and Managing Director
of India’s JSW Steel Limited. ‘In order
to maintain our own retention rates,
we’ve made our employee stock option
scheme more attractive.’

In brief: Talent
The challenges CEOs report in
recruiting and retaining talent
reflect the strategic and
geographical changes afoot for
many companies. Companies are
taking the long view on addressing
talent needs in every market
where they operate. Experienced
and skilled employees are their
best asset, and the costs in lost
productivity and retraining are
becoming clear.

‘Our capacity to attract, retain and
manage executive talent does not depend
on the compensation package, but rather
on our ability to create a sense of belonging
to an organisation that offers a long-term
relationship and a professional
development opportunity, and that has a
clear conception of itself, of what it wants
to be, and of how to achieve it.’
Armando Garza Sada
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Alfa, S.A.B. de C.V., Mexico
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Achieving shared priorities
with government

While CEOs focus on their own growth
plans, many also see a common purpose
with governments. Constrained budgets
are forcing difficult decisions on public
sector leaders; CEOs are keen to protect
shared priorities that are critical to
business growth and their own
competitive advantages. Fostering a
skilled labour force is but one area where
CEOs see greater potential for deeper
engagement with government bodies.

Businesses adopt a shared agenda to support
sustainable growth

Sustained collaboration between public
and private sectors doesn’t always come
naturally. A level of tension over the
boundaries and roles continues to colour
the ongoing relationship. Overregulation
has remained among the top three
concerns of CEOs through economic
times, good and bad, for example. And
countries have different starting points

Figure 9: CEOs see shared commitments with government to achieve public outcomes
Q: H
 ow much does your company plan to increase its commitment in the following areas, to improve national competitiveness and social well-being
over the next three years? Which three areas should be the Government’s priority today?

60%

Should be
the government’s
priority

Improving the country’s
infrastructure
Creating and fostering
a skilled workforce

Ensuring financial
stability and access
to affordable capital

rity

d

are

Reducing poverty
and inequality

30

Generating innovations
and safeguarding IP

Addressing the risks
of climate change

0

Maintaining the health
of the workforce

Securing
natural resources
critical to business

Protecting
biodiversity
and ecosystems
0

Sh

o
pri

Protecting
consumers’ interests

Private sector to raise
commitment ‘significantly’

30

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: CEOs were asked how much their companies plan to increase commitments to achieve these outcomes; and what should be the government’s priority.
The plot shows percentages of CEOs who chose each of these areas. Multiple choices were allowed
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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60%

in terms of the cooperation between
business and government. Think of the
role of government in supporting growth
in, say, China versus the United States.
The current relationship between public
and private sectors in a given country
influences expectations about working
together in the future.
But barriers are beginning to come
down and expectations are changing.
Nearly three-quarters of CEOs told
us they would actively support new
government policies that promote ‘good
growth’ that is economically, socially
and environmentally sustainable.
And they’re optimistic about outcomes:
54% believe that collaborative
government and business efforts will
mitigate global risks such as climate
change. Indeed, as Paul Polman, CEO of
UK-based Unilever, commented, ‘we
clearly need a business model that will
help us return to growth – but growth
that is equitable and sustainable for all
of society. This will take political will.’
It will also take private sector
commitments, as many CEOs pointed
out, which means that corporate and
government leadership have a shared
agenda that each has an interest in
pushing forward collaboratively. Worker
skills are the highest priority issue on this
shared agenda (see Figure 9). Indeed,
42% of CEOs reported a ‘significant
increase’ to their commitments on
workforce improvement, and another
40% expect ‘some increase’.
CEOs also clearly stated the importance
of infrastructure for competitiveness.
Those in infrastructure-related sectors
such as engineering, construction and
utilities, as well as banks, reported
increased commitments of their own.
But CEOs overall believe it’s the
government’s job to build and maintain
transport links, power and telecoms
grids, and the water supply. ‘In the
absence of infrastructure, economic
opportunity declines for everyone,’

Gregory R. Page, Chairman and CEO of
Cargill, Incorporated, based in the US,
noted. ‘No one company is big enough to
compensate for a substandard electrical
grid. You can’t run a big business on the
back of a 300 horsepower diesel engine.’
Similarly, businesses expect government
to take more of a lead to ensure financial
sector stability, reflecting a post-crisis
view that market mechanisms alone
may not be enough.
Businesses also have another key
expectation for their governments: to
tackle fiscal deficits to restore stability
to the markets in a way that is mindful
of the fragile environment for global
growth. Public revenues are of course
expected to be part of the equation: a
majority of CEOs expect taxes will rise,
led by 65% of CEOs in Asia and 70%
in Latin America. ‘With worries over
sovereign debt, we also see states
looking everywhere for sources of new
tax revenue,’ said Johannes Teyssen,
Chairman and CEO, E.ON AG in
Germany. ‘And industries that are more
embedded in the national infrastructure
and can’t easily avoid state intervention
are natural targets for new taxes
increases. In my view, states are on a
dangerous path in applying special tax
regimes on energy companies.’

‘Through public private partnerships,
the private sector can also make possible
certain investments with optimal allocation
of risks and responsibilities. This enables
the government to concentrate its
investments in key social areas.’
Marcelo Odebrecht
CEO, Odebrecht, Brazil
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Partnering for infrastructure
Government leadership in building
infrastructure is critical for
competitiveness. A majority of
CEOs identified the priority for the
governments of all countries outside
of Western Europe and Japan, where
infrastructure is well developed,
and of China – where the government
allocated almost US$600 billion of
stimulus spending for infrastructure
projects over the past two years.

‘We also expect that
governments will not only be
looking to the private sector
for the provision of capital,
but increasingly for the
delivery of a whole range of
social services. For example,
in the UK the government
is looking at different ways
to procure services from
the private sector in terms
of meeting the governments’
objectives.’
Nicholas Moore, CEO
Macquarie Group Limited, Australia

But the role of private capital in
financing infrastructure is unavoidable:
an estimated US$3 trillion per year
needs to be spent on infrastructure
across the globe in the coming decades,
according to a recent report from the
World Economic Forum.12 The scale of
this funding requirement means it is
unlikely to be met solely through public
finance – so governments need to
engage with the private sector and tap
a range of funding sources.
That’s where public–private
partnerships (PPPs), in their varied
forms, are likely to fit in. ‘PPPs will take
root in other countries because most
countries don’t have lots of spare cash
right now,’ Philip Dilley, Chairman of
UK-based Arup Group said. ‘We see
substantial PPP activity already in
European countries.’ PPPs have the
most potential in regions with a stable
regulatory structure as a method of
sharing risk or financial burden as well
as locking in the funding for necessary
maintenance of infrastructure. Dilley
expects similar partnerships to evolve
in India in particular – where 88% of
CEOs told us the inadequacy of basic
infrastructure was a threat to growth.
The Indian government aims to increase
investment in infrastructure to more
than 9% of GDP by 2012.13

12 ‘Paving the Way: Maximising the Value of Private Finance in Infrastructure’, World Economic Forum (2010).
13 Eleventh Five-Year Plan, Government of India Planning Commission (2008).
14 ‘Public-private partnerships: The US perspective’, PwC (2010).
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Sajjan Jindal, Vice Chairman and
Managing Director of India’s JSW Steel
Limited, believes PPPs are perhaps
the best model for businesses to
contribute to the shared agenda:
‘India’s administrative capabilities are
not like China’s. PPPs in healthcare,
roads, education, ports, airports or
railways can be a good alternative to
the government going it alone.’ A key
element is the consideration of user fees
that can make PPP-financed projects
more attractive to private finance,
although the World Economic Forum
report highlights the need to understand
and manage public perceptions at the
same time.
Businesses can provide more than cash:
they have expertise, and the abilities
to execute and manage risks. This is
part of what makes PPPs attractive.
As Berthold Leetfink, Deputy Secretary
General of the Ministry of Economics,
Agriculture and Innovation in the
Netherlands told PwC, ‘At least for the
Netherlands, and I think for many
other countries, planning and building
infrastructure is very much in the hands
of government. But it’s obvious that the
private sector has a lot of knowledge in
terms of building cheaply, efficiently or
in a more environmentally friendly way.’
As an example, a PPP project in 2009 to
connect a 12-mile regional rapid transit
line in Vancouver – Canada Line – was
completed several months ahead of
schedule.14
This model of cooperation is explored
further in PwC’s forthcoming
‘Rethinking Government: doing things
differently’ report.

Filling the talent pool
The highest priority on the shared
agenda relates to the workforce.
Over the next three years, 42% of
CEOs expect to significantly increase
their role in fostering a skilled
workforce. And 34% plan significant
raises in their commitments to
healthcare. In both cases, CEOs are
addressing their own competitive
concerns – while simultaneously
responding to the universal need
to improve uneven education and
healthcare services.
As Juha Rantanen, President and CEO
of Outokumpu Oyi in Finland points out,
‘If you think about it, many of the things
one learns through formal schooling
either at the vocational or university
level, often become superseded by new
knowledge and new technology within
a matter of a few years. That’s why
companies like ours have to provide
their people with continuous training
and education.’
The role for business is well recognised
when it comes to leadership development
and on-the-job training. What’s newer
is that the training and education
systems are becoming much more of
an integrated market with companies
and governments both looking to meet
workforce requirements. For instance, in
Malaysia, investments are being made
directly in the education system. ‘Public
education is a big issue and one where
the private sector can fill the gaps that
government often has a difficult time
addressing,’ said Tan Sri Dato’ Azman Hj.
Mokhtar, Managing Director, Malaysia’s
government investment holding arm
Khazanah Nasional Berhad (Khazanah).
‘It’s an issue that links back to how do we
define business success, because if we
don’t solve the education issue then the
problem will eventually degrade the
private sector’s ability to recruit a
capable workforce.’

Similar trends can be seen in other
countries ranging from the charter
schools in the US to free schools in
Sweden and academies in the UK.
54 percent of CEOs plan to work
with government and the education
system to improve the talent pool
available. ‘We’ve also undertaken
another initiative in cooperation
with the technology institution,
ITBA – one of the finest universities
in Argentina. With support from
Pampa Energía S.A., the university
re-started an electrical engineering
programme which had been previously
dropped from the curriculum,’ said
Marcos Marcelo Mindlin, Chairman
of the country’s largest electricity
company. ‘Not only do we fund the
programme, but we also offer full
programme scholarships to ITBA
students whose parents work for Pampa
Energía. This is our way of helping to
train more local electrical engineers,
which Argentina badly needs.’

‘It is impossible to make
education the sole
responsibility of the
business. Education should
be state-supported, with
additional corporate
programmes aiming to
develop the company’s
own human resources.’
Evgeny Dod
CEO, RusHydro, Russia

The issue becomes how to integrate
private business in education and
define an agreed role for the private
sector. In many areas, like Australia and
in Scandinavia, the private sector is a
new player in education and its role has
grown with perceptions of a decrease
in the performance of government in
dealing with the issue.

In brief: The shared agenda
Public and private sectors have a
common purpose in achieving
outcomes ranging from improved
infrastructure and workforce
development, to climate change
mitigation and poverty reduction.
Leaders from both recognise the
need to collaborate more on that
shared agenda, but they also still
see the need for a government lead
in key areas like infrastructure.
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Globalisation reimagined
CEOs’ shift towards a targeted strategy
signals the advance of globalisation
– but it may diverge from how it’s looked
in the past. Companies are not only
affected by globalisation; the actions
they take will shape it. And this time,
the evidence shows, CEOs are going to
do it a little differently.

The shared agenda with
government likewise
acknowledges how businesses
are taking a broader view of
their role and responsibility
and the connection between
competitiveness and social
well-being.
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That 72% of CEOs support ‘good
growth’ that is economically, socially
and environmentally sustainable is
recognition that they would like to see
globalisation evolve in a way that
links economic growth and social
development. Good growth is a longterm path towards value creation that
creates lasting prosperity for both
shareholders and society.
While that sounds like a lofty ideal,
approaches to the three strategic focal
points hint that change is really
happening. Developing talent is a
business imperative, but strategies are
shifting towards the view that employee
wants and needs – whether for career
development opportunities or flex-time
for work-life balance – are to be factored
into employment agreements. And CEOs
expect to work with governments to
develop workforces, not just their own
employees. So entire communities and
countries stand to benefit.

Innovation is a long-term building
block for any company, but open
innovation – involving partners in a
range of innovation processes for mutual
benefit – also creates avenues for further
value creation in society. Partners
in collaboration, think suppliers or
academia, for example, learn much
more about related processes. That tacit
knowledge and experience can bear
fruit in future projects, while fully
respecting the intellectual property of
the initial collaboration. And reverse
innovation and other methods that
bring innovation processes closer to
customers, particularly in emerging
markets, stand to deliver products and
services that are better matched to the
cultures they are sold to.
The shared agenda with government
likewise acknowledges how businesses
are taking a broader view of their role
and responsibility and the connection
between competitiveness and social
well-being. Even issues such as climate
change and poverty reduction, though
lower priority on the agenda CEOs
reported, are not being ‘outsourced’ to
government. Far from it, in fact, as CEOs
recognise that equal commitments need
to be made by the public and private
sectors. If they don’t tackle these issues,
their operations will be constrained over
the long-term.
These findings suggest that CEOs
are beginning to take the long view.
This isn’t out of altruism; businesses
reap great value directly from getting
talent, innovation and government
partnerships right. But the approaches
they are taking also create broader value
for society, value that extends beyond
the profits and jobs they create, and the
products and services they provide. The
public has high expectations and needs
to trust that the business community is
playing a crucial role in the development
of society. If the business community can
rise to meet these expectations, its
license to operate will be secure.

Final thoughts from our
CEO interviews
Douglas M. Baker, Jr

Chairman, President and CEO, Ecolab, US www.ecolab.com
‘Sometimes I wonder if we’re working too hard to minimise the risk of a future
downturn and whether that outcome is really achievable by government at all.
If we discourage people from taking risks – and possibly making mistakes –
we’ll have a lot less innovation as a result. Having said that, government can take
some positive actions. As a start, government can bring clarity to what the rules
are going to be going forward. How are we going to go manage the financial sector?
What regulations will they operate under? What are the capital requirements
going to be? What about the liquidity requirements? Until we’re clear on those
issues, we shouldn’t expect lending to pick up.’

Ivan Blagodyr

General Director, JSC RAO Energy Systems of East, Russia www.rao-esv.ru
‘The main thing that we can use now to counter the forces of nature and
technology failures is the expertise and readiness of our people. This is what
allows us to survive and get prepared for winters, winter and summer peak
periods, everything. It is where the value lies, definitely. Everyone who tries to
enter the Far Eastern market now understands that utilities companies have
valuable human resources. Retaining this value is a big challenge.’

Efthimios Bouloutas

CEO, Marfin Laiki Bank, Cyprus www.laiki.com
‘Maintaining a strong capital base has been key in attracting liquidity,
especially during these turbulent times, and instrumental in allowing us to
extend credit. This particular element of our strategy, being in a position to
continue extending credit, has been crucial in attracting a number of high
quality and profitable clients.’

Ed Breen

Chairman and CEO, Tyco International, Switzerland www.tyco.com
‘All the companies with big vehicle fleets compare notes about ways to reduce
carbon emissions. Fred Smith, CEO of FedEx, was recently here to see what Tyco is
doing to modernise our fleet. One of the things that always strikes me is that when
we talk to new recruits to our company, they all ask about our environmental
programmes. So having a credible environmental track record is actually a big
recruiting advantage.’
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Louis Camilleri

Chairman and CEO, Philip Morris International, Switzerland/US
www.philipmorrisinternational.com
‘In times of uncertainty and recession, all consumer products companies basically
face two fundamental issues. One trend is trading down to cheaper products.
The other is consumer fragmentation. In terms of fighting these trends, the answer
is innovation. […] But I think it’s a mistake to restrict innovation to product
innovation. We have the ambition to innovate across everything we do, to become
more effective and to enhance our execution abilities and to get better at speed to
market. Innovation goes way beyond just the products. It’s the way you market the
product, the way you sell the product, the whole aspect of consumer engagement.’

Richard K. Davis

Chairman, President and CEO, U.S. Bancorp, US www.usbank.com
‘In the very beginning when things started to fall apart in fall of 2008, I expected
the flight-to-quality to be completely in deposit-gathering. I thought it would be all
the CFOs and treasurers of large companies who would be the first to say “Let’s put
our money in there, because we have way more than the insurance will cover,
so we better know that the company is safe”. That happened, but at the same time
those same business leaders invited us into their credit line as the banks they had
changed the rules, making it more expensive, making it harder. So the lending
side was surprisingly quick to welcome us in under flight-to-quality. They’re both
now present. So for us, the longer this goes, on a relative basis we get advantaged.
On an absolute basis we don’t get hurt.’

Philip Dilley

Group Chairman, Arup Group, UK www.arup.com
‘Today, we’ve become more strategic about what we do and where; we endeavour to
avoid becoming too reliant on any one market. If I look at some of the architectural
firms we collaborate with – ones that are now suffering in the current economic
climate – often this is because they have been too focused on a single market, such
as commercial property. So, diversification across sectors and geographies has
been very important for us.’

Evgeny Dod

CEO, RusHydro, Russia www.eng.rushydro.ru
‘It is clear that the financial crisis has limited rather than eliminated opportunities
for renewables, say, in Southern Europe. This is because today it’s impossible just
to set tariffs that would ensure return on the projects. Territories that are in a
stable situation or, in our opinion, have growing economies are of key interest for
us. These countries include BRIC and developing economies. Here I mean India,
Southeast Asia, Africa and South America.’

Alexander Eliseev

Chairman of the Board of Directors, Globaltrans, Russia www.globaltrans.com
‘There’s no doubt that liberalisation of railway freight transport is good for the
sector and good for the Russian economy as a whole. But liberalisation also means
that competition will become much tougher. The Second Freight Company will be a
serious player – it has about 150,000 carriages, which is a considerable inventory.
So, they are a powerful potential competitor. But we are used to tough
competition. We are sure we can win this game.’
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John V. Faraci

Chairman and CEO, International Paper, US www.internationalpaper.com
‘The recession reminded people, maybe for the first time in their lives or careers,
what happens when capital markets are frozen. Even though you have a strong
balance sheet, you can’t refinance your debt. That’s a very uncomfortable situation
to be in, for an individual, a business, a country or a municipality. The risk-averse
way is to have no debt, but that’s not the way to run a company, so it’s the notion
of having enough flexibility that you can respond to the unforeseen event. That’s
what 2008 and 2009 reminded us of. We didn’t see the recession coming, and
when it did, the ability to respond quickly and effectively so that we had enough
levers to pull to manage through it is very important. That’s a lesson learned.’

Armando Garza Sada

Chairman of the Board of Directors, Alfa, S.A.B. de C.V., Mexico www.alfa.com.mx
‘We see a great opportunity: a wide market, customers who have not yet
consolidated their preferences, competitors with small-scale processes, with poor
technological differentiation and high costs, etc., conditions that could be
propitious for our acquiring an interesting part of the market and increasing our
operations in Asia.’

Prof. Dr. Peter Gomez

Chairman of the Board, SIX Group AG, Switzerland www.six-group.com
‘One major change is, of course, that regulatory activities have increased
considerably. The second is technology. We have today this phenomenon called
algorithmic trading, trades are done in nanoseconds. And that requires a lot of
technological know-how and very expensive infrastructure. It can be a dangerous
thing as we saw about a year ago when the New York Stock Exchange really fell
down because there were no circuit breakers built in. The third thing is that we
have much more competition and while the incumbents, the existing exchanges,
have become more and more regulated, new exchanges are popping out of the
ground without much regulation. So fragmentation is going on and that’s very
dangerous for the whole system.’

Sajjan Jindal

Vice Chairman and Managing Director, JSW Steel Limited, India www.jsw.in
‘The economic downturn has made us become more India-focused. Before the
downturn, we would export 50 to 60 percent of our steel products and sell the
remaining in the Indian domestic market. Post-2008, there was virtually no
overseas market for steel. Consequently, we had to shut down some of our
manufacturing capacity. On the other hand, the domestic market for steel has
been relatively less affected by the downturn. Indeed, we found India could be a
very good market for us.’

Li Lihui

President, Bank of China, China www.boc.cn
‘The degree of internationalisation of Bank of China is the most considerable
among the Chinese domestic banks, with approximately US$ 360 billion of foreign
currency assets. The challenges of the global financial crisis have been especially
significant as a result. Apart from foreign currency loans to domestic borrowers in
China, these assets largely represent foreign debt instruments and other
investments. The turbulent international marketplace created tremendous
challenges for us in terms of enterprise-wide and global risk management,
including assessment of market conditions. We responded to these challenges
head-on, successfully implementing effective global risk management solutions
and minimizing the cost of adverse market conditions.’
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Timothy M. Manganello

Chairman and CEO, BorgWarner Inc., US www.borgwarner.com
‘I think the US manufacturing sector would have had a major problem if we lost
the contributions and capabilities of GM and Chrysler. Both companies may have
downsized without government help, through bankruptcy, but the government
help allowed them to go through bankruptcy in a much more humane fashion. The
Automotive Task Force did force them to eliminate a good chunk of excess capacity.
In Europe, the governments have probably not allowed some of the auto companies
to restructure, and the European industry is going to be faced with a lot of
difficulties caused by excess capacity. It’s quite possible not all of them will survive.’

Bob McDonald

Chairman of the Board, President and CEO, The Procter & Gamble Company, US www.pg.com
‘In the 1990s, it was all about global expansion in the markets that opened up for
capitalism. Eastern Europe, Russia, China. This decade for us, I think, will be
about getting our categories into every country around the world. We’re reaching
about 4.2 billion people today, but we’re not reaching everybody on the planet.
We’re in 38 product categories around the world, and there’s not a single country
where we’re in all 38 categories. In the United States we’re in 36 categories. […]
At the same time, we’re extending our distribution in developing markets, deeper
into rural areas where economies may not exist at all. That combination – more
consumers, more parts of the world – will help us get to every consumer and touch
and improve every consumer’s life.’

Marcos Marcelo Mindlin

Chairman, Pampa Energía S.A., Argentina www.pampaenergia.com
‘A world of low interest rates and high liquidity is ideal for countries in Latin
America because these conditions help us access the capital markets. Today, the
prices of Argentine commodities are competitive and on an upward trend. Unless
there is a significant slowdown in the Chinese or Indian economies, the demand
for Argentine commodities will continue to grow. For us, cheap access to credit is
highly beneficial. And China seems to keep growing and able to absorb all the raw
materials we produce.’

Senji Miyake

President and CEO, Kirin Holdings Company, Limited, Japan www.kirinholdings.co.jp
‘In Japan, one of the key trends we see is a new-found attraction towards lowerpriced products. So while some businesses remain focused on consumer products
with high value-added and brand-recognition, there is also a counter-trend among
mass-merchandisers toward bringing to market less-costly, privately-branded
products. I think this is a trend that’s here to stay. On the other hand, the personal
tastes of Japanese consumers are growing ever more diversified and fragmented.
This represents an opportunity for us if we can respond with a broader product
offering or develop entirely new product categories. Indeed, it’s critical that each
of our business units develop the sorts of products that meet changing and
increasingly differentiated consumer tastes.’

Tan Sri Dato’ Azman Hj. Mokhtar

Managing Director, Khazanah Nasional Berhad (Khazanah), Malaysia www.khazanah.com.my
‘As early as 2004, we were talking about human capital, social capital, knowledge
capital, and taking a holistic view of our corporate mission. Ultimately, we focus on
total stakeholder return, if you like. Of course, you have to acknowledge the special
interests of shareholders. But those interests are contingent upon total stakeholder
return. We adopted this approach five or six years ago, and subsequently, have
never questioned its validity. In fact, the current financial crisis has strengthened
our belief that it is not only the right approach, but the only way forward for us.’
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Leslie Moonves

President and CEO, CBS Corporation, US www.cbscorporation.com
‘No question, the younger generation is not as used to a television screen as the
older ones. They’re much more used to a computer screen. They are much more
impatient. We’ve all heard, “I want what I want when I want it.” And for every new
media device, there are more and better ways of getting content. It is a challenge
for us, getting content out there, and getting paid for it.’

Nicholas Moore

CEO, Macquarie Group Limited, Australia www.macquarie.com
‘If US employment begins growing in 2011, that will trigger a series of positive
economic outcomes around the world. From an investor and a corporate
viewpoint, we’ll start to see confidence returning and more activity flow.
We’ll see more allocations in terms of the equity markets, and everyone will
start to feel like the world is getting back to a more normal condition.’

Vineet Nayar

Vice Chairman and CEO, HCL Technologies, India www.hcltech.com
‘Technology is changing very quickly. Traditional forms of computing are fading
and online mobility is rising. Even more importantly, most of the population in the
emerging economies will soon require access to digital networks. But while there
will be tens of millions of new consumers of digital services in the years ahead, the
cost of those services must reflect the sorts of prices that the people in the emerging
markets are willing to pay.’

Marcelo Odebrecht

CEO, Odebrecht, Brazil www.odebrecht.com.br
‘We are quite optimistic about what lies ahead of us. We do believe that most of
the countries in Latin America, Africa and Asia will continue to grow steadily for
the next few years, especially those that have done their homework and/or have
plenty of natural resources. For its part, the US has always proved able to reinvent
itself, and it does have the flexibility and pragmatism to keep doing so. My doubts
regard Europe and its capability and even its willingness to change and do what
has to be done in order to resume growth. [...] With regard to the risks, the main
risk is a downturn in China’s economy, which I do not foresee and which would
have a major impact on the volumes and prices of goods and services worldwide.
The other risk is that of the developed world trying to hold on to its status, not
allowing developing countries to acquire more influence and participation in
politics, trade and the overall economy.’

Gregory R. Page

Chairman and CEO, Cargill, Incorporated, US www.cargill.com
‘In the past, it was probably sufficient to simply run our own affairs in a way
we thought appropriate and responsible. Today – local communities, national
governments, NGOs – have articulated a higher standard of corporate behaviour.
Similarly, our most important customers have made it eminently clear to
us that our reputation impacts their reputation. As a result, value-chain
mapping – looking back through the value chain to consider issues like water
use, environmental stewardship, labour practices – has become a critical
element in our business and product planning.’
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Paul Polman

CEO, Unilever, UK www.unilever.com
‘The concept of value is continuously evolving. In the past, value was about
delivering a basic commodity like sugar or salt to the consumer at an attractive
price. Later on, the goal was to create a brand – like Persil or Dove – which was a
guarantee of quality. Then, value became synonymous with the experience a
product delivered. Starbucks isn’t just about coffee – it’s about a warm, inviting
place where you can relax and check your email. It’s an entire experience. Today,
the concept of value is increasingly associated with products that demonstrate
social responsibility. A successful product must provide utility, but it must also
exhibit a social consciousness, if you will.’

Juha Rantanen

President and CEO, Outokumpu Oyj, Finland www.outokumpu.com
‘Climate change and how that will be addressed is another cause for uncertainty.
Unchecked CO2 levels are a threat unless some kind of established global scheme
is put in place. So far, the US and China have not played a big part in that effort.
But Europe has, and that means Europe has to bear most of the cost associated
with CO2 reduction. On the upside, greater efforts toward CO2 reduction could
open up important business opportunities for our company because investment
in low emissions power generation would increase demand for stainless steel.’

Stephen A. Roell

Chairman and CEO, Johnson Controls, Inc., US www.johnsoncontrols.com
‘In terms of resiliency, I’ve been surprised to the extent the automotive markets
recovered in 2010. We also were surprised at how far they fell the preceding year.
The supply base, for the most part, has weathered it much better than I thought it
would. Had liquidity and access to capital been prolonged, we would have had a
lot more issues in our industry around the supply base. In Building Efficiency, as
we look at the more mature markets in North America and Western Europe, the
recovery has been slow, and it’s expected to continue to be slow. What has been
impressive, from a global standpoint, is the emerging markets have held up so
well. Markets in the Middle East, China and South America either stayed strong or
came back much quicker than we anticipated. The Power Solutions business was
down only for a short time.’

Johannes Teyssen

Chairman and CEO, E.ON AG, Germany www.eon.com
‘Retail customer behaviours are changing and you need to build a relationship
with those customers so that they become part of the solution toward the overall
goal of energy optimisation. This will pose a big challenge because energy
companies will need to adopt technologies and adjust to new patterns of consumer
behaviour. It will not be easy and a lot of utilities will probably be unable to make
that transition.’
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Agah Uğur

CEO, Borusan Holding A.Ş., Turkey www.borusan.com.tr
‘In the steel business there has been a change in buying patterns and contract
patterns from one year or six months down to three months. So every quarter
there is a new contract. The supply side has become more of a spot market with
quarterly driven business and that behaviour change is going all the way down
the value chain. Our customers, including some of our major white goods
customers as well, no longer want to make longer term contracts with us: they
want quarterly deals as well. So I think that shorter contract periods is the right
way to manage price volatility.’

Dr. Zhang Xiaogang

President, Anshan Iron and Steel Group Corporation, China en.ansteelgroup.com
‘In recent years, the Chinese steel industry has undergone rapid development.
But the economic crisis has exacerbated the complications that come with rapid
development. The fundamental way to address these problems is to focus the
industry’s efforts on increasing energy saving and decreasing emissions; and
ensuring that future patterns of growth are sustainable, both in economic and
environmental terms.’

Zhou Zhongshu

President, China Minmetals Corporation, China www.minmetals.com
‘We took three measures, which I still remember clearly. First, we decided it
was essential to keep our management steady and avoid cash flow problems.
We had to have enough liquidity to avoid a capital crunch. Second, we planned
to strengthen the internal management of the corporation to reduce costs and
increase efficiency. Third, a financial crisis can be an opportunity. This was
an opportunity for us to expand or invest with low cost. Looking back, we can
say that these measures were effective. At that time, I said that as the leading
enterprise in the industry, we shall be the last to fall and the first to stand up.
Actually we didn’t fall. The financial crisis led to an industry reshuffle, which
gave us the opportunity to get what we wanted. For example, we went abroad
to get resources, something which might have been quite difficult before the
financial crisis. We also successfully acquired the core assets of OZ Minerals,
the third largest mining corporation in Australia.’
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Research methodology
and key contacts
This is the 14th Annual
Global CEO Survey
We have followed the same methodology as we used the
previous years to ensure we are fairly representing the
emerging economies of the world. We have conducted
interviews in 69 countries worldwide, and varied the
number of interviews in line with their GDP, measured
at market exchange rates, in 2006.

In total, we conducted 1,201 interviews
with CEOs in 69 countries conducted
between 6th September and 2nd
December 2010. By region, 420
interviews were conducted in Western
Europe, 257 in Asia Pacific, 221 in Latin
America, 148 in North America (40 in
Canada), 98 in Eastern Europe and 57
in the Middle East & Africa.

37% of the companies had revenues
in excess of $1 billion, and a further
37% had revenues of $100 million to
$1 billion. The remaining 21% had
revenues of less than $100 million.
Company ownership is recorded as
private for 52% of all the companies,
with the remaining 47% listed on at
least one stock exchange.

The interviews were spread across a
significant range of industries. Further
details, by region and industry, are
available on request. The interviews
were mainly conducted by telephone,
with the exception of Japan, where a
postal survey was administered and
Africa, where most of the interviews
were conducted face to face. All the
interviews were conducted in confidence
and on an unattributable basis. The
lower threshold for inclusion in the top
30 countries was companies with more
than 100 employees or revenues of more
than $10 million. This is raised to 500
employees or revenues of more than $50
million in the top 10 countries.

To better appreciate what is
underpinning the CEOs’ outlook for
growth we also conducted in-depth
interviews with 31 CEOs from five
continents over the fourth quarter
of 2010. Their insights cover a wide
range of topics, from prospects for
recovery to new dynamics of postcrisis environment, balancing growth
with risk management and lessons
learnt. Their interviews are quoted
in this report, and more extensive
extracts can be found in the CEO
Survey In-depth Story companion
publication. For further information
on the data, interactive graphics
are available at our website at
www.pwc.com/ceosurvey where
you can explore responses by sector
and location.
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PwC’s extensive network of experts and
specialists has provided its input into the
analysis of the survey. Our experts span
many countries and industries.
Note: Not all figures add up to 100% due
to rounding of percentages and to the
exclusion of ‘neither/nor’ and ‘don’t
know’ responses.

For further information on the
survey content, please contact:
Sophie Lambin
Director of Global Thought Leadership
+44 20 7213 3160
sophie.lambin@uk.pwc.com
Suzanne Snowden
Global Thought Leadership
+44 20 7212 5481
suzanne.snowden@uk.pwc.com

For media enquiries,
please contact:
Mike Davies
Director of Global Communications
+44 20 7804 2378
mike.davies@uk.pwc.com

For enquiries about the
research methodology,
please contact:
Hayley Rimmer
Market Research
+44 20 7212 2373
hayley.a.rimmer@uk.pwc.com
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Related reading
World Watch: Issue 1 2011
(January 2011)
Need to know what’s
on the minds of
regulators, standard
setters, business
leaders and others as
they set the course for
improved governance,
reporting, and
assurance? The latest edition shares
PwC views on today’s hot topics and
keeps you up-to-date with new
developments from around the world.
View: Issue 13 (January 2011)
This issue looks at
how US companies
are co-opting China’s
long-term interest in
stability and prosperity
into their business
strategies. Learn about
cloud computing’s potential to speed
innovation and create new revenue
opportunities. Find out how customizing
healthcare could transform employer
benefits in a postreform world. Read
about how to narrow the ‘trust gap’
between companies and shareholders
in ‘Trust but verify.’ Plus: An interview
with economist Anatole Kaletsky,
who looks at how markets and
governments affect our financial
future, and much more.
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Government CEO Survey
(January 2011)
‘Rethinking
government: doing
things differently’
assesses the changing
relationship between
government and
business as the world
emerges from the
depths of global recession. The research
for PwC’s 14th Annual Global CEO
Survey has been deepened by including
a selection of interviews with senior
decision-makers in governmental
organisations across the world. The aim
is to better understand the implications
for government policy of the views of
CEO and so contribute to mutual
understanding and productive
relationships between the public and
private sectors.
The World in 2050: a shift in economic
power (January 2011)
The global financial
crisis has accelerated
the shift in economic
power to emerging
economies. In the
latest in the series of
PwC’s ‘World in 2050’
reports, analysis
reveals that the E7 emerging economies
(China, India, Brazil, Russia, Mexico,
Indonesia and Turkey) are set to
overtake the G7 economies (US, Japan,
Germany, UK, France, Italy and Canada)
before 2020.

Technology Forecast: Unleashing
enterprise mobility (December 2010)

See the future: Top industry clusters in
2040 revealed (September 2010)

PwC’s 13th Annual Global CEO Survey
(January 2010)

The latest issue of our
quarterly Technology
Forecast examines
how the current
generation of smart
handhelds implies
more opportunities
for enterprises than
might be obvious at first glance.
How do enterprises turn what has been
a consumer trend in smart handhelds
to their long-term advantage? The first
step is to understand how the workforce
is changing.

The old economic
order is shifting.
As the global economy
recovers some
emerging markets
are likely to grow
faster than traditional
economic powers.
At the industry level, these shifts are
even more apparent with accelerating
capital flows, fundamental demographic
changes, and the rise of state capitalism
reshaping the world map for many
sectors. PwC’s Macro Consulting team
has developed a tool to map future
clusters across the world which this
report uses to highlight the geographical
locations that will host the largest
clusters in five industries.

The 13th Annual
Global CEO Survey
offers an up-close
look at how business
leaders have
responded to the
challenges brought
about by the
recession, the concerns they are facing
and their strategies for positioning their
companies for the long-term.

Paying Taxes 2011: The global picture
(November 2010)
A joint publication
produced by the World
Bank, the International
Finance Corporation
(IFC) and PwC. The
study is based on data
collected as part of the
Doing Business project.
The Asian engine for global growth
(November 2010)
In the wake of the
historic financial and
economic crisis,
tremendous efforts
have been made in the
public and private
sectors across the
globe to turn the world
economy around. There is no doubt that
APEC will have an even greater role and
responsibility in global effort to help the
world economy to achieve a strong
recovery and get back on track for
robust growth and further prosperity.

Talent Mobility 2020: The next
generation of international assignments
(April 2010)
The year 2020 is
only a decade
away, yet the
way our global
workforce
is sourced,
organized and managed will change
radically by that time. An explosion
of activity in emerging markets has
contributed to a significant increase
in the need for companies to move
people and source talent from all
around the world. In this next
installment of Managing tomorrow’s
people series, the issue of future talent
mobility is explored in more detail.
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Section 1
The innovation imperative
Whether you’re in Minneapolis or Mumbai,
it’s clear the Internet is changing the way we
live our lives and conduct business.

Happily, most of these changes deliver
more choices with better pricing for
consumers, and far greater access
to new markets for businesses. Yet
we know change is also disruptive.
The accelerating pace of change is
a major reason why CEOs polled
for PwC’s 14th Annual Global CEO
Survey believe innovation is now as
important to growing their businesses
as expanding in existing markets
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: CEOs are turning to new product and service development

Increased share in existing markets

Percentage of CEOs on the main opportunity to grow their business in the next 12 months

New product/service development
New geographic markets
Mergers and acquisitions
New joint ventures and/or strategic alliances

40%

37%

38%

30%

29%

30
23%
20%

20%

20

21%
19%
14%

10

0

13%

17%
15%
13%
14%

13%
10%

2007

17%
15%

2008

2009

11%

2010

14%
10%

2011

Source: “Growth re-imagined: Prospects in emerging markets.” PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey. http://www.pwc.com/ceosurvey
Base: 1,084 (2007), 1,150 (2008), 1,124 (2009), 1,198 (2010), 1,201 (2011)
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Innovation is high on
the agenda for 2011 in
virtually all industries
It’s highest in industries where
technologies are rerouting customer
expectations, or where convergence is
impacting business models deeply. For
example, 43% of CEOs in the pharmaceuticals, and entertainment and
media sectors, believe their greatest
opportunities for growth this year lie
in new products and services, against
29% of all CEOs. The economics of
their businesses are changing rapidly,
and these leaders are rushing to adapt.
As a result, they are re-imagining
ways to target growth, and that
includes new, more open approaches
to innovation. A majority of entertainment and media CEOs (57%),
for example, expect their company's
innovations will be co-developed with
outside partners.

2
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Drug makers know they also need
to encourage more collaboration
among industry, academia, regulators, governments and healthcare
providers. These changes are increasingly taking place in a global context:
41% of pharmaceuticals and life
sciences CEO expect the majority of
their innovations will be developed
in markets outside the country where
they are based.
Over the past two decades, over a
billion new consumers have entered
the market economy, mostly in
emerging markets. That’s where the
action is, in the eyes of CEOs, regardless of their home market. As a result,
businesses seek innovations that will
lead to competitive advantage in the
right markets. Those reliant on mature
markets need to differentiate, while
those based in emerging markets are
moving up the value chain to lessen
their dependence on cost advantages
they know can be fleeting.

Who is investing in innovation and why?

CEOs: Innovation for
my company means
By industry

The main
way to
grow

Efficiencies Significant
for an
revenue
edge
opportunity

Innovation is a matter of survival in sectors
where advancing technologies and changing
customer demands are driving strategic change
to business models. For others, investing
in innovation provides the means to secure
competitive advantage and/or the promise of
new revenue.

1

2

3

Communications

49%

41%

43%

Entertainment & media

43%

17%

33%

Pharma & life sciences

43%

15%

36%

Business & prof. services

41%

12%

26%

Forestry, paper & packaging

35%

12%

8%

Technology

34%

34%

42%

Chemicals

34%

34%

29%

Transportation & logistics

32%

40%

33%

China/Hong Kong

39%

50%

37%

Metals

32%

32%

25%

Germany

39%

31%

25%

By region

The main
way to
grow

1

Efficiencies Significant
for an
revenue
edge
opportunity
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Insurance

32%

30%

28%

India

38%

13%

23%

Industrial manufacturing

32%

26%

33%

Mexico

34%

26%

31%

Automotive

28%

38%

36%

United States

33%

23%

38%

Total financial services

26%

31%

28%

Brazil

28%

33%

43%

Consumer goods

25%

25%

33%

Canada

28%

30%

30%

Retail

21%

20%

19%

Russia

26%

35%

32%

Oil & gas

20%

33%

24%

United Kingdom

25%

22%

25%

Utilities

19%

15%

11%

Japan

23%

23%

19%

19%

France

12%

32%

32%

Engineering & construction

18%

Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey 2011
Base: 11–153 (industries), 31–108 (regions)

23%

1. Percentage of CEOs who say new products and services
are their company’s main opportunity for growth over the
next 12 months.
2. Percentage of CEOs who strongly agree their company’s
innovations will lead to operational efficiencies that
provide a competitive advantage.
3. Percentage of CEOs who strongly agree their company’s
innovations will lead to significant new revenue
opportunities.
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“People tend to see innovation
strictly in terms of revolutionary,
breakthrough products … That’s
fine. But most innovations are
the results of steady, continuous
improvement.”
Paul Polman, CEO, Unilever

4
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Section 2
Innovation misconceptions
and course corrections
For CEOs today, innovation to fuel growth is
not merely a consideration, it’s an expectation.

Innovation clearly has moved beyond
allocating resources for men in white
coats working on mystery projects in
isolated labs. Rather, innovation now
encompasses the continuous need
to improve and re-invent products,
processes and services and even
brands. That task involves a lot more
people – inside and outside the organisation – with more rigorous processes,
structures and practices to ensure that
expectations are met. In all, 78% of
CEOs surveyed believe innovation will
generate ‘significant’ new revenue and
cost reduction opportunities over the
next three years. To put the responses
in perspective, the National Science
Foundation found that only 9% of an
estimated 1.5 million for-profit companies described themselves as active
innovators in 2006–08,1 revealing a
gap between where most companies
are – and where CEOs want to go.
So how do successful innovators create
the processes, structures and practices
to move the handful of viable ideas
from among the thousands circulating
within all organisations all the way
to implementation?

In this report, we have combined the
experiences of our clients with our
own research to identify the attributes common to innovative organisations. We’ll begin by breaking
down some of the misconceptions
surrounding innovation.

Misconception #1:
Innovation can be
delegated
Not so. The drive to innovate begins
at the top. The CEO sets the tone that
defines the most deeply held assumptions of the organisation, and that
alone will determine whether a culture
of innovation can thrive. Looked
at another way: If the CEO doesn’t
reward innovation, protect the process
or change internal relationships to
foster innovation, the effort will fail.
Operational excellence is necessary
to run the business of today, but the
CEO must also create the business
of tomorrow. This dual focus creates
tension across the organisation.
Nowhere is this better illustrated than
by the experience of 3M in the early
2000s, when the company launched
a Six Sigma approach to cut waste
and improve efficiency. The effort
was successful – costs went down and
profit rose – yet there was an unexpected downside: top line growth
stalled. Specifically, revenue growth
from innovative new products ceased
to materialise the way it used to. To
3M’s credit, new leadership rectified the problem – not by eliminating
the lean-discipline cost approach,
but rather by mitigating its influence
on innovation processes. This has
restored the company’s reputation
for reinvention.2

1 National Science Foundation’s 2008 Business R&D and Innovation Survey (BRDIS), InfoBrief, October 2010.
http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/infbrief/nsf11300/nsf11300.pdf
2 ’Embracing unpredictability: Where will your company’s next innovation come from? You may never be able to guess the answer, but new modeling tools can foster
the right environment for success’, Bo Parker, Chris Wasden and Alan Morrison, PwC Technology Forecast, Issue 1, 2010. http://www.pwc.com/pt/pt/incentivos/
imagens/brochura-Embracing-unpredictability.pdf
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CEOs must help the organisation
value failure and use it effectively
to learn and thereby improve their
companies’ innovation capabilities
and culture. “Management’s job is
not to prevent risk but to build the
capability to recover when failures
occur,” wrote Ed Catmull, president of
Pixar and Disney Animation Studios
in the Harvard Business Review. “We
must constantly challenge all of our
assumptions and search for the flaws
that could destroy our culture.”3
Innovation by its nature cannot be
controlled directly. But CEOs can
influence innovation by supporting a
culture that nourishes and rewards
fresh thinking. Southwest Airlines
and Internet shoe retailer Zappos
are well-known examples of effective innovation to improve customer
service and loyalty. Both outpaced
established rivals in very competitive
industries. How? By building the right
culture, Zappos CEO Tony Hsieh has
said. When companies get the culture
right, other elements such as the
customer service or innovation all fall
into place.4
The goal for the entire leadership
team in an innovation environment
then is to celebrate failure, enable it
to happen fast, and to learn from the
failures to explore other options that
improve the quantity and quality of
ideas that could lead to innovation.
It is not enough to be a sponsor and
instruct others to take the lead. You
must lead, because a failure to innovate is a failure of leadership.

Misconception #2:
Senior and midlevel
managers are the natural
allies of innovation
Managers may not be the enemies
of innovation, but they’re not the
natural champions either. Their focus
on improving profits through ever
greater operating efficiency encourages them to reject new ideas that
detract from these perpetual improvements. Companies tend to promote
executives who successfully operate
the largest parts of the organisation,
often under a tight cost discipline.
Innovation, however, often occurs at
the periphery – close to the pain points
where changing customer demands
are first felt.
A global insurance business encountered this middle-management effect
when it surveyed 5,000 employees
across all organisational levels,
geographies and major divisions. In
the end, the people most interested
in being innovative were those in the
senior leadership and those at lower
levels. Those in middle management
were the least interested and the
most resistant to innovation. They
found innovation disruptive to their
day-to-day activities and felt it got
in the way of running an efficient
operation – which is what they were
paid to do. The company’s leadership
recognised that the inherent tension
stifled innovation. They had never
created any expectations or incentives
for middle managers to innovate. In
fact, they had unwittingly done just
the opposite.

Misconception #3:
Innovative talent works
for the money
Innovative people are motivated by
the rewards that will come with a
successful launch. Yet pay packages
alone will not determine the outcome
of an innovation effort. Measures
to improve retention of innovative
employees should include many nonmonetary rewards such as recognition
and a degree of autonomy. These are
important components of a culture
that fosters innovative thinking at
the outset. Empirical studies looking
at new offering launches, as well as
VC success rates, have suggested as
a general rule that only 1 in 1,000
ideas will ever yield money for the
company. Firms need a clear incentive
programme, framed around front-line
employees to reward successful innovation and engage employees to think
about their role in improving the business. Both Google and 3M embrace
approaches that allow innovative individuals and groups to spend some of
their time harnessing their passions.
Businesses are putting these steps
in action: PwC’s CEO survey shows
the top CEO response to addressing
perceived talent shortages is to add
more non-financial rewards. We find
that the most successful innovators
are liberal with praise and recognition. Unlike money, which is a scarce
resource, organisations can create an
abundance of praise and recognition
to reward employee innovation.

3 ’How Pixar Fosters Collective Creativity’, Ed Catmull, September 2008, Harvard Business Review.http://hbr.org/2008/09/how-pixar-fosters-collective-creativity/ar/1#
4 See, for example, “From upstart to $1 billion behemoth, Zappos marks 10 years’, Las Vegas Sun, 16 June, 2009. http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2009/jun/16/
upstart-1-billion-behemoth-zappos-marks-10-year-an/
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Innovation itself is an approach to
employee engagement. Top talent
wants to work for companies with
reputations (as well as rewards) for
innovation, so building that reputation for innovation helps a company
become an employer of choice. People
like being creative; it’s a basic human
interest that leadership ought to tap
into and harness. This is particularly relevant as skill shortages rise
to the top of CEOs’ concerns. Talent
shortages are becoming the ‘new
normal’ and are likely to remain so.
Establishing a culture that embeds
innovation into the organisation and
its employees will attract and retain
the best talent (Figure 2).
The ‘Millennials’ generation,
today’s ‘digital natives,’ may require
engagement strategies of their own.
Companies that adopt some of the
Millennials’ behaviour, and the
collaboration and social media tools
that they use to exchange ideas,
will be well positioned to unleash
these leaders of the future. “With
Generation Y coming into the business, hierarchies have to disappear.
Generation Y expects to work in
communities of mutual interest and
passion – not structured hierarchies.
Consequently, people management
strategies will have to change so
that they look more like Facebook
and less like the pyramid structures
that we are used to,” Vineet Nayar,
Vice Chairman and CEO of HCL
Technologies, told PwC.

Figure 2: CEOs face a limited supply of candidates with the right skills
Q: Considering the talent required for the success of your business over the next 3 years,
what are the key challenges you expect to face?

Limited supply of candidates with the right skills

66%

Challenges recruiting/integrating younger staff

54

Competitors recruiting some of your best people

52

Providing attractive career paths in our industry

50

Difficulty in deploying experienced talent globally

45

Technically skilled talent lack flexibility/creativity

44

Understand and forecast talent in new markets

40

Key employees changing careers for personal reasons

39

Retirement of older workers

35

Audit of reward structures by regulators/investors

23

Poor retention of female talents

12

Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
Base: 1,201 CEOs surveyed globally

Misconception #4:
Innovation results from
lucky accidents
If only it were so. It’s a fact that innovative people and companies spend most
of their time running up blind alleys
and taking wrong turns. Yet, crucially,
they are also disciplining the creative
process, increasing the chance that
some of their ideas will score. What they
do differently is work in structures and
apply practices that are designed specifically to deliver innovations successfully
and quickly. The innovation discipline
increases serendipity to increase the
odds of success with every shot on goal.
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Most innovation is not radical.
Leadership should not disparage
smaller-scale innovations. The nonstop discussion of disruptive, transformative, and radical innovation within
the business community and academia
tends to create the impression that if
it isn’t radical then it isn’t an innovation. It creates unrealistic expectations with regards to the volume and
nature of innovations that organisations will bring to the marketplace.
As Paul Polman, CEO of Unilever told
PwC , “People tend to see innovation
strictly in terms of revolutionary,
breakthrough products – technologies to sequester carbon emissions
or microchips that can process data
600 times faster. That’s fine. But most
innovations are the result of steady,
continuous improvement.”
Much of what we see in Apple’s iPhone
and iPad products, for example, is a
breakthrough combination of many
incremental innovations. The concept
of using a tablet with ‘finger interactions’ did not arise with the iPad. Yet
Apple’s approach to systematically
attacking challenges until the device
met a minimum performance standard, and to marry it to an applications management infrastructure
in the iTunes Music Store and the
AppStore, led to disruptive innovation. Radical innovation usually
results from a combination of features,
functions, distribution and value that
often, but not always, leads to a new
business model.
With companies counting on innovations to create new revenue opportunities, and to improve productivity,

it’s time to create a process designed
to filter ideas quickly and advance
the best ones to execution. The most
successful organisations marry
creativity and disciplined execution
systems in a way that enables them to
flex the focus depending on the opportunity they are addressing.
PwC has broken down the innovative
process into four phases. Market discipline through market feedback and
testing are incorporated into each to
reduce the impact of internal thinking
and consensus on the innovations.
Moreover, the process structurally and
operationally separates early stage
innovations to give them freedom and
flexibility to adapt, iterate, and morph
into commercially viable solutions
before bringing them into the mainstream once they achieve established
milestones (See diagram on right for
the four-step innovation process).

Misconception #5: The
more open the innovation
process, the less disciplined
Many organisations are keen to adopt
more open approaches to innovation,
and are reaching outside their companies to customers, suppliers, and
partners in new ways. Close to 40% of
CEOs from across all regions expect
their company’s innovations will
be co-developed, the survey shows.
In part, these business leaders are
tapping into an established tradition
behind a more open approach in some
industries – think of the automotive
supply chain, where automakers rely
on suppliers to continuously improve

5 ‘H-P CEO Takes the Stage,’ Wall Street Journal, 15 March, 2011.
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components ranging from seat belts
to brakes, and everything in between.
What’s changing is that more businesses, in varied sectors, are moving
towards collaboration. The attractions
are manifold and based on a growing
acceptance that the rate of change and
the complexity it creates means that
no one organisation has enough of the
right people and enough resources to
innovate on its own.
P&G, for example, has set a target for
50% of revenues to come from innovations that have their genesis from
outside sources. “Today, nearly every
new item we bring out was produced
with at least one partner somewhere
in the world. So, for example, we
co-locate scientists from partner
organisations and from our organisation in the same laboratory. It’s
amazing what you can do when you
knock down the barriers in an organisation or the barriers between organisations,” Bob McDonald, Chairman
of the Board, President and CEO, The
Procter & Gamble Company, told PwC
for the survey.
Many are looking across the supply
chain to boost new development as
well as to customers and even competitors. Hewlett-Packard CEO Leo
Apotheker said some offerings in its
new online applications store would
be sourced internally but that H-P will
also offer applications from outside
the company, adding “we can’t create
all of this innovation by ourselves5.”

The innovation process

1 success

Here’s a look at the four phases of the innovation process,
aligned with the people typically involved at each phase.

3 launches
1,000 ideas
100 selected
10 pilots

Re

Discovering

Incubating

Discovery phase:
Team creates proof of concept
Ideas and problems are explored, identified, screened and
selected. They are sourced from customers, suppliers,
partners and other external organisations as much as
from employees. The sources, in fact, are as varied as
there are different business needs. Emerging trends
are also scanned. P&G, for example, uses ethnographic
research to learn how products are used. Customer
panels, demographic studies and other techniques are
used to better understand customer pain points and to
generate innovation options that remove them.

u
so

rc e

s

Accelerating

Scaling

The enterprise discovery team that supports this phase
of the innovation process is generally a small group of
10–15 people, as we’ve found at clients with successful
innovation teams (and as is true of our own team).
It’s not a committee of the half-committed part-timers,
but rather a working group dedicated to helping
inventors and innovators refine and advance the best
ideas. They’re also not just engineers or marketing
people. Ideally, this group has a range of innovation,
commercial and technical experience. They’ve often
spent time in product development or marketing
strategy, or have worked for start-ups, for example.
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Incubation phase: Prototypes determine
technical feasibility

Acceleration phase: Pilot programmes test
commercial feasibility

Good ideas need to be further refined, developed and
tested to see if they are technically feasible and make
business sense. This is the purpose of this phase –
developing the business case. Companies differ in
how they select ideas to be incubated and where the
incubation takes place. Some rely on subject matter
experts outside the company to help filter and select
ideas. Others use their own employees as a proxy for
potential customers. Still others adopt evaluation
criteria or scoring methodologies that weigh risk,
return, feasibility and restraints and other relevant
metrics. The key principle here is that most innovative
ideas need to have some structural separation from
the day-to-day business to be further developed
and tested, and the incubator, whether inside the
business unit, enterprise, or external provides the
protection and support the innovation needs to advance
towards commercialisation.

Just as most of the ideas didn’t survive the discovery
phase, most don’t survive incubation. Those few that
do are now ready to be piloted in a limited commercial
launch to evaluate and improve their commercial
viability. Thus, they are most focused on specific
changing customer needs, market segments or system
improvements. Some companies may use surveys,
interviews or focus groups with customers in to
improve the value proposition and commercial success
in this phase. The best test of commercial success, of
course, is a targeted commercial launch of the products
and/or services.

The incubation team is good at project management,
and will often have design capabilities so that they can
re-design components of the idea to re-test in the host
environment. Members and resources are drawn from
other departments for technical expertise, and to agree
on a budget to conduct a market test.
This phase must have senior sponsorship, as various
departments within the company have to sign up to
help. It also can require substantial funding. Some
team members as well as the original inventor may
stay involved throughout the whole process, but they
don’t have to. As an example, a global financial services
organisation developed an incubation process that
selects five to seven good ideas each year. The company’s
innovation team provides a project manager while
various departments and partners provide near full-time
resources to create the pilot and /or prototypes.
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More formal structures and practices are adopted at this
stage as the innovation moves towards the disciplines
and practices that are well-understood within the
organisation. However, this transition phase must
remain flexible enough to modify the product, process
or service at any time to meet the emergent market’s
needs. Here, the innovation has a fully dedicated team,
which generally leverages those support functions
from the rest of the enterprise. The acceleration team
is solely focused on creating a market-ready product
in a controlled and limited launch that will likely need
modifications after market launch.
Scale phase: The innovation is fully integrated
into the organisation’s processes
The final step: Mass commercialisation and mass
marketing innovations. By now, the innovation is refined
enough to slip into mainstream of the organisation
devoted to marketing and selling products and services.

There is no doubt organisations are
struggling to determine how to best
exploit greater customer access and
input with minimum disruption to
current production processes. Some
companies are adding incentives for
outsiders to submit ideas. GE launched
its Ecomagination Challenge in 2010,
backed with $200 million in seed
capital for the best ideas or start-ups
for the power grid. GE said it formed a
dozen new partnerships, as a result.
Advances in collaboration tools, like
social networking, are accelerating
open innovation. Within their organisations, companies can deploy internal
social networks along with collaborative tools to develop interactions that
go far beyond just a network of specialists. Social tools connect people who
are ‘loosely tied’ to the problem-solving
challenge. When the open collaboration process works, these loosely
connected people successfully translate the problem in their own context
and suggest how to solve it.
Significant variations to the open
model exist. Businesses are seeking
to adopt the model that shelters
where they think they can extract the
value from their innovation without

shutting out external contributors or
supply partners. Some are open in the
discovery phase, but try to be very
closed in the scaling phase. Medical
device makers, among others, use that
model. In a truly open model, companies not only take things in, but spin
things out that they don’t believe they
can turn into value. Sometimes it may
make sense to bring the innovation
back in at a later date.
Transitioning to a more open approach
on innovation can be difficult.
Companies are very concerned about
giving away their intellectual property
(IP) if they share in an open system,
which causes lawyers to get involved
to help protect and secure their IP.
One company spent over 18 months
negotiating with a partner over the
terms for an open approach to specific
innovation challenges. Still controls
are often in place even in the most
open systems. Google, for example,
remains committed to the open
source platform for its Android mobile
operating system, and encourages
device makers to customise features.
But the company recently reiterated
its requirement that device makers
conform to certain specifications, in
order to prevent fragmentation.

“Today, nearly every new item
we bring out was produced with
at least one partner somewhere
in the world.”

While innovation is a knowledgeintensive activity, companies can
innovate without creating entirely
new knowledge. Much of what needs
to be discovered or created in terms of
knowledge already exists, either internally or externally. Experts on innovation have shown that many barriers to
successful innovations can be resolved
by applying existing knowledge
correctly and transferring it from one
domain to another. This is why the
best innovators and inventors tend to
be those that have a broad range of
experience from which to draw upon.
And the process is getting easier;
software products are automating the
search and recognition process with
semantic search engine technology.6

Misconception #6:
Businesses know how much
innovation they need
Business leaders need to ask themselves: How much growth does the
firm need from innovation? This
involves considering how much
growth will be driven by existing products and services, and how much is
required from new offerings, business
models, processes, distribution and
marketing strategies. Furthermore,
leaders must calculate how much
inorganic growth the company needs.
This simple analysis has become
increasingly important as most companies focused on developed markets
expect low single digit organic growth
without innovation. Innovation is the
engine that must fill the gap to get
them to double-digit growth.

Bob McDonald, Chairman of the Board,
President and CEO, Procter & Gamble

6 ‘Can innovation be disciplined without killing it?’ PwC Technology Forecast, 2011, Issue 2.
http://www.pwc.com/us/en/technology-forecast/2011/issue2/features/innovation-disciplined.jhtml
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How much innovation do you need?
A stable industry is de-maturing when at least two of the following five situations arise:
Core customer behaviour changes.
The accelerating uptake on electronic book formats
offer a dramatic example from the publishing
industry. E-book sales, as a percentage of the book
market, more than doubled to 8.32% in 2010.7
Core technologies to produce
the product or service change.
Video-on-demand, video-sharing sites like YouTube,
Netflix and peer-to-peer file sharing are among the
technology-driven disruptions to traditional models
of content distribution and to advertising revenue
for broadcasters and music companies.

Significant change in government
regulation is underway.
Clearly, regulatory change is impacting financial
services and healthcare providers in many countries.
Access to the customer is lost.
The company who is “first” in the demand chain
often wins. In the last decade we’ve seen new players
emerge, like Amazon, Apple and Google, who have
permanently changed how businesses reach their
“end” customers, making them vulnerable to these
new interlopers and at risk to de-maturity.

The number of large competitors
interested in the same market is on the rise.
The rising interest among automakers to grow in
China offers an example. In the US, consider the
number of IT companies like Cisco, Intel, Microsoft
and Google, to name a few, that are interested in
getting into healthcare.

Of course, the marketplace – not
just your firm – dictates the pace of
change. If innovation in the outside
world is advancing more quickly than
at the company, the company will
eventually fail.
Firms in industries where new technologies are substantially changing
business models require disruptive
innovation to survive – think media,
retail, healthcare or telecom. We call
this process of disruptive change
‘de-maturity,’ because mature industries are becoming more vibrant

again. Some previously stable industries are in the process of de-maturing
now. Others will follow in five or ten
years. Think of the effects of the $67
Chotukool refrigerator, launched in
India by Godrej & Boyce, on the white
goods business, while refrigerators in
the US routinely cost around $800.
De-maturing industries are more
likely to be disrupted by innovation
because customer needs, along with
the competitive landscape, are in flux.
As we’ve mentioned, the level and rate
of innovation needs to be set by the

7 Association of American Publishers. http://www.publishers.org/press/24/
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CEO. For example, if the CEO seeks to
create five new, billion-dollar businesses in the next five years, that puts
in motion a completely different set
of organisational moves than if the
goal were only incremental growth.
In substantially de-maturing industries, leadership needs to be willing
to cannibalise its current businesses,
because competitors are already doing
so. It’s something that most leaders are
not willing to do.

Misconception #7:
Innovation can’t be
measured
Innovation can and should be
measured. Leadership needs to identify some ROII – return on innovation
investment – measures to establish

support. Thus, innovation should face
the same rigour as applied in other
areas, with the understanding that
there are very high levels of uncertainty
and risk in the early phases. Innovation
can be managed like any other portfolio of capital investments: Allocate
resources, set out the milestones.

PwC advocates measures in multiple
dimensions. More robust and broad
measurement allows an organisation
to see how it’s doing to better manage
and discipline the innovation process.
It identifies gaps in performance that it
can close by applying leading practices
to drive improvement.

Measuring your innovation effectively
PwC created an Innovation Scorecard in 2010
to measure the technology transfer office efforts
at fifteen academic medical centers. The university environment is ahead of most corporations
in supporting and measuring innovation, in this
regard. The corporate world, looking for better
ways to support and accelerate innovation, can
learn a lot from leading practices applied in the
university setting.

Activities, measures the dimensions of services
offered by the technology transfer offices and how
they reached both inside and outside the university to
develop and commercialise innovations. The Output
pillar measures the efficiency and productivity of
the technology transfer efforts. The final pillar,
Impact, measures the overall effect of the innovations on the institutions, the market and society.

The Scorecard measures the innovation performance
across four pillars and eight dimensions. The first
pillar, Inputs, measures the dimensions of resources,
and the workforce that supports the inventors and
the commercialisation process. The second pillar,

Technology transfer offices that applied leading
practices had shorter times to ‘go or no-go’ decisions on inventions and patents and also had higher
levels of inventor engagement, which resulted in
the improved success and impact of the office as
measured by revenues generated.

Innovation scorecard

Four pillars
Input

Activities

Output

Impact

Eight dimensions
Resources

R&D spending
Ideas
People

Workforce

Services

In/Outreach

Offerings
Growth phases
Relationships

Productivity

Patents, licenses
Efficiency
ROII

Yield

Institutional

Market

Revenues
FDA approvals
Pain removed
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In the end, the best talent will
migrate to those firms that
have inspiring goals, along
with process, culture, incentives
and investment that seeks out
exciting innovation-driven
growth opportunities.

14 Demystifying innovation

Section 3
Setting the stage
for successful innovation
We didn’t set out to craft an exhaustive list
of the barriers blocking the way to great
innovations. Rather, we hope this report starts a
conversation among the senior leadership team.
Innovation will create tension. That
is a given – and it’s good, for tension
is the energy that powers the innovation process. But that energy needs to
be harnessed by a process that applies
the right type of discipline and the
right type of measures, supported by
a culture of enablement, open mindedness, creativity and questioning.
Such a discipline provides the builtin capacity to tolerate, manage and
even encourage risk-taking, which
will inevitably lead to fast, frequent,
frugal failures that accelerate learning
and innovation.
Thus, the onus is on the CEO and
the leadership team to lead from the
front by integrating innovation in the
strategic goals of the business and to
hold the members of the senior teams
accountable for results both individually and collectively. This will create a
culture that instills innovation into the
organisation and its employees.

CEOs set the tone by creating a work
environment that is more open to
innovation and systematic in its
approach. Since good ideas come from
many places within the firm’s network
of relationships, CEOs also need to
create the partnerships and alliances.
In the end, the best talent will migrate
to those firms that have inspiring
goals, along with process, culture,
incentives and investment that
seeks out exciting innovation-driven
growth opportunities. Those firms
that attract that talent into a superior
innovation culture will win in the
global marketplace.

Demystifying innovation
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Are you ready for innovation?
Now is the time to understand your organisation’s
capacity to innovate. Here’s a framework for
thinking about what you need to do to improve, or
begin, your innovation journey.

If you answer yes to the questions – you are ready
and able. Any ‘nos’ indicate areas you might want to
address to make the most of the creativity of your
people and the quality of your innovation process.

Where to look

What to ask

Innovation is working when…

The leadership team

How much growth do we need from
innovation?

… the organisation identifies where its growth must
come from and articulates a strategy to become
more innovative. The intent is well understood
throughout the organisation, and specific growth
goals are set.

Top management

Do we have a culture that supports
innovation and takes risks?

… resources and support are provided for shortand long-term development, and for performance on
meeting the innovation goals.

The structure and
practices

Do we have a formal process that
moves viable ideas through the
commercialisation?

… roles, responsibilities, resources and rules are
applied across all four growth phases along the
innovation lifecycle. And the results are measured.

The company culture

Do our managers have the patience to
support and advance ideas along the
innovation lifecycle? Do our people know
where to go with an innovative idea
and do they believe they are valuable
contributors?

… leaders reward managers for supporting,
encouraging, incentivising, and sponsoring
innovation in their groups. Employees are energised
to take the initiative to furnish ideas and embrace
creativity as part of their day-to-day role.

The approaches to
innovation

Do we reach out to customers, suppliers,
vendors, and other third parties to help
us innovate?

… managers create a climate that actively
incorporates contributions from partners and
customers ro foster co-development and co-creation
of innovative ideas and solutions

The results

Do we measure the return on your
innovation investment (ROII)?

… the company uses a broad set of innovation
scorecard measures to provide evidence of the
innovation culture and track the progress. They are
also able to compare in-house practices with leading
practices and use the results to close the gaps.
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How PwC can help
From strategy to execution, PwC’s innovation
specialists translate boardroom strategy into
achievable business value.

We help you:
1. Develop new market-oriented
growth strategies to make the
most of new and existing product,
service and process innovations
across multiple dimensions of
your organisation.
2. Effectively and efficiently manage
your innovation process leading
to long-term competitive advantage and sustainable growth for
your organisation.
3. Execute change programs
which embed behaviours that
support an innovation culture –
including strategic conversations
to align leadership teams, idea
generation techniques and build
innovation competency.
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How you benefit from
our work
Enterprise innovation: PwC’s
Innovation Lifecycle Management
Framework enables leaders to modify
organisational culture to instill
innovation into the DNA of employees
throughout the organisation. We
help identify gaps between current
structures and leading innovation
practices to create the processes
and culture that enables spontaneous innovations to emerge and
become commercialised.
Innovation growth: Successful
growth strategies are based upon
commercialising incremental,
substantial and radical innovations
that deliver new sources of value. We
help leaders identify and measure
market failure and pain points that
need to be addressed through new
innovations. We then help to design
and develop innovations with compelling value propositions and quantify
their potential short-term and longterm benefits to the organisation and
its stakeholders.

Lower costs: Our approach decreases
the learning cycle time and increases
the number of shots on goal at lower
cost per innovation. We do this by
helping leaders apply Innovation
Discipline to their strategies so that
they reduce costs, improve operations
and achieve their growth goals in a
lean, tax-efficient manner.
Improved retention: The focus on
innovation will improve your people
experience and therefore improved
retention of talent. Because our focus
is around the empowerment of your
workforce as your innovation engine,
this is not about structural change but
rather recognising the power of an
innovation-led culture.
Reduced risk: Our approach enables
fast, frequent, frugal failure to accelerate the commercialisation of innovation and thereby reduces the risks of
investing resources in strategies that
are merely novel rather than genuinely innovative.
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Growth reimagined
Prospects in emerging markets
drive CEO confidence

14th Annual Global
CEO Survey
In-depth story

is being driven by targeted investments
in particular emerging markets – often
far from home.
But don’t take our word for it. If a
picture is worth a thousand words then
let the figures in this supplement do the
talking. While some of the figures in this
supplement appear in the body of the
main report, many do not.

Introduction
This extended set of figures, and the 31 in-depth CEO
interviews excerpted here, shaped the findings of the
14th Annual Global CEO Survey.

In the last quarter of 2010, we set out to
uncover how CEOs are approaching
growth during a time when sustainable
economic growth is far from certain. We
surveyed 1,201 business leaders in 69
countries around the globe.
The 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
documents a surprising level of
confidence in this environment; chief
executives were nearly as confident of
growth this coming year as in the boom
years before the crisis. The survey also
revealed where CEOs saw growth
coming in 2011, and how they were
going to achieve it. In ‘Growth
reimagined: Prospects in emerging
markets’, we show how CEO confidence

And the CEOs also speak for themselves.
We conducted in-depth interviews with
31 CEOs and present selections from
those interviews here. We are grateful to
the 1,201 CEOs who took part in the
survey, and particularly grateful to the
31 CEOs for sharing their insights on the
issues of the multi-speed global recovery
that they hope is now underway.
The full transcripts, some with video
content, for each interview are
available online.
Taken together, this supplement
provides additional information and
offers a visual complement to our
narrative. The In-depth story should
be read in conjunction with the main
report of the 14th Annual Global CEO
Survey 2011 also available at
www.pwc.com/ceosurvey.
Note: Not all figures add up to 100% due to rounding
of percentages and to the exclusion of ‘neither/nor’
and ‘don’t know’ responses.
† This symbol indicates the figure also appears in the
main report.
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Driving CEO confidence
Figure 1: CEOs prepared for recovery in 2010 and expect growth in 2011
Q: How confident are you about your company’s prospects for revenue growth over the next 12 months/3 years?

60%
52%
50%

50%

51%

50
41%

48%
44%

40

42%
34%

30

31%

31%

26%

Very confident about company’s
prospects for revenue growth

20

21%

over the next 12 months
over the next 3 years

10

0

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Base: 2011 (1,201), 2010 (1,198), 2009 (1,124), 2008 (1,150), 2007 (1,084), 2006 (not asked), 2005 (1,324), 2004 (1,386), 2003 (989)
Note: Percentage of CEOs who are very confident about their companies’ prospects for revenue growth
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘It isn’t about one or two countries really pulling us up or out. We’re all in this together,
and if we let the developing develop too fast, that’ll be bad, and if the developed nations
don’t celebrate the growth in the developing nations, that will be bad.’
Richard K. Davis
Chairman, President and CEO, U.S. Bancorp, US

‘One of the legacies of that downturn,
we believe, will be a long period of
low interest rates, worldwide. A world
with low interest rates creates an
appetite for investing in emerging
markets. That is clearly to our benefit.’
Marcos Marcelo Mindlin
Chairman, Pampa Energía S.A., Argentina
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‘In general, over 2011, most Western
countries will be expected to implement
relaxed monetary and fiscal policies
to stimulate economic development,
while most of the emerging markets
countries will adopt more conservative
monetary or economic policies.’
Li Lihui
President, Bank of China, China

Targeting emerging markets
‘Throughout the world, new markets are developing. We’re soaring in Western
Europe, and the Far East, Eastern Europe and Latin America are beginning to buy
more. So we’re seeing a great international marketplace for our content.’
Leslie Moonves
President and CEO, CBS Corporation, US

‘Our four big emerging markets are
China, India, the Middle East, and
Brazil. But if you look out, say,
five years, there is no doubt that
others – for instance, South Africa
and Indonesia – will be significant
growth markets for us.’

‘A big area of growth for us was in
North America. We saw a number of
rare opportunities arise in the funds
management area, the securities
area, and the energy trading area.’

Ed Breen
Chairman and CEO, Tyco International, Switzerland

Nicholas Moore
CEO, Macquarie Group Limited, Australia

Figure 2: Growth to come in emerging markets’ operations, regardless of location
Q: In the next 12 months do you expect your key operations in these regions to decline, stay the same or grow?

Region of operations
Company
headquarters

Africa

Asia

Australasia

Eastern
Europe

Latin
America

Middle
East

North
America

Western
Europe

Africa

93%

89%

33%

100%

100%

75%

29%

36%

Asia-Pacific

73%

88%

77%

40%

80%

70%

40%

32%

CEE

80%

87%

83%

73%

80%

55%

71%

69%

Latin America

67%

86%

18%

59%

86%

47%

48%

31%

Middle East

70%

100%

50%

0%

0%

85%

25%

0%

North America

64%

94%

71%

67%

80%

73%

67%

51%

Western Europe

72%

92%

57%

75%

86%

75%

55%

48%

0%
Base: Respondents who reported operations in said region (168-672)
Note: Percentage of respondents who expect to grow their key operations in the region.
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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100%

Appendixm 1: Companies are downbeat on domestic growth in Western Europe
Q: C
 ompared to other markets where your organisation operates, does the country where you are based offer high, medium or low potential for
your company’s growth?

REVENUES

Less than $100 million

13

43

24

32

$1 billion to $10 billion

38

Over $10 billion

Middle East

52
33

13

30
28

North America

51
50
21

13

CEE

24

30

14

Asia Pacific

31
31

19

Africa

39
27

43

Latin America
HQ REGION

40

$100 million to $999 million

46

41

13

44

40

Western Europe

41

43
34

19

%

Low

Medium

High

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘The economy of the Far East has been recovering – or indeed growing
– more quickly than that of other regions. I think this is mainly due to
the fact that Russia has been re-discovering Asia-Pacific markets, and
we are located close to Asia-Pacific.’
Ivan Blagodyr
General Director, JSC RAO Energy Systems of East, Russia

‘Earlier, Europe and the US were our major export markets.
Today, they are minor markets for us and the Latin American
and African markets have become more important. That has
been a huge change for us. Even in the acquisition of overseas
mines, we are looking mostly in the southern hemisphere:
Australia, Africa, and Latin America.’
Sajjan Jindal
Vice Chairman and Managing Director,
JSW Steel Limited, India

‘We need to continue to build out our sourcing in Latin
America. We’re also looking at the Black Sea region as
those agricultural economies emerge.’
Gregory R. Page
Chairman and CEO, Cargill, Incorporated, US
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‘The crisis has encouraged us to consider greater in-country consolidation
of related businesses. We also closely monitor our ‘geographic footprint’ –
the country markets in which we invest. Starting around 2004-05, we
consciously shifted a lot of our geographic focus into our own region.’
Tan Sri Dato’ Azman Hj. Mokhtar
Managing Director, Khazanah Nasional Berhad, Malaysia

‘Our suppliers are located in many different countries.
We don’t choose them based on their location.
Rather, we choose them based on our technology needs.’
Marcos Marcelo Mindlin
Chairman, Pampa Energía S.A., Argentina

‘I haven’t seen a shift towards low cost products, nor any
change relative to low cost country sourcing. It’s more
about the quality and technology. Customers are looking
for quality products and value.’
Stephen A. Roell
Chairman and CEO, Johnson Controls, Inc., US

‘In the near future, it is anticipated that the global
automotive industry will come principally from
the Asian continent.’
Armando Garza Sada
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Alfa, S.A.B. de C.V., Mexico

Figure 3: Developed nations have competitive advantages
Q: W
 hich countries, not including the country in which you are based, do you consider most important to your future sourcing needs? Which of the
following reasons apply for shifting sourcing to the countries you have just mentioned?

China

USA

India

Germany

Brazil
Cost

13%
15%

10%

13%

Quality
31%

Innovation

55%

63%

4%
3%

7%

18%

6%

37%

22%

15%

Base: China (442), USA (261), India (178), Germany (172), Brazil (137)
Note: Top reasons why CEOs plan to shift their sourcing to these supplier nations
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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14%

11%

How many CEOs
plan to shift their
sourcing to this country

Strategic change in a
multi-speed recovery
‘From a strategic standpoint, we had to decide how to view that business
going forward. We set out to de-risk the business in the context of
minimising commodity risk, recovering engineering costs and pricing
new programmes. We set forth a plan to have the business generate our
cost of capital in a normalised pullback of 15-20 percent. Then, in a
more normalised period of time, we would generate returns in the 15
percent after-tax base. That’s not the way we managed the business
before, so it’s probably the biggest strategic change we’ve made.’
Stephen A. Roell
Chairman and CEO, Johnson Controls, Inc., US

‘Looking ahead, there are going to be very large players that can do
huge projects, and then there are going to be the boutiques. The firms
that are stranded in the middle are going to struggle. At the moment
we’re big enough, so I’m not worried about the next several years, or
perhaps the next decade. But we will need to ensure that we remain
large enough to be significant on a global scale. Partnering on projects
with other firms is one way ahead.’
Philip Dilley
Group Chairman, Arup Group, UK

Appendix 2: Strategies are responding to changes in demand
Q: T
 o what degree has your company’s strategy changed over the past two years? Which factor had the biggest impact on your need to change
your strategy?
CEOs changing strategies

51%

16%

33%

Factors behind strategic change

Economic growth forecasts or uncertainty

23

Customer demand

22

Industry dynamics

17

Competitive threats

10

Regulation

8

Attitude towards risk

7

Shareholder expectations

6

Capital structure/deleveraging

5
%

No change

Somewhat changed

Changed in fundamental ways

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Appendix 3: Economic uncertainty is not the only driver of strategic change
Q: Which factor had the biggest impact on your need to change your strategy?
Economic
growth or
uncertainty

Customer
demand

Industry
dynamics

Competitive
threats

Global

1

2

3

4

Automotive

2

1

4

3

Chemicals

1

2

2

Engineering & Construction

1

2

3

4

Consumer Goods

2

1

4

3

Oil & Gas

1

3

2

3

1

3

4

2

Metals

1

2

2

4

3

1

Retail

2

1

3

Transportation & Logistics

2

1

3

3

2

2

1

3

Utilities
Business & Prof services
Retail & Comm banking

6

3

2

Insurance

2

1

3

Investment mgmt

1

2

2

1

1

3

2

1

Entertainment & Media
Technology

Attitude
towards risk

Shareholder
expectations

Capital
structure/
deleveraging

4

Industrial Manufacturing

Pharma & Life sciences

Regulation

3

3

4
2

5

4

4
3

1

5

6

3

6

5

1

4

4

5

2

4

Note: Rank by industry of factors causing the need to change strategy over the past two years. Only responses selected by >10% of CEOs per industry ranked
Base: All respondents who stated they had changed in strategy ‘in fundamental ways’ or ‘somewhat changed’ (1,009)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘The question each energy provider must consider is where it should
position itself on this spectrum of differing market requirements.
How much focus should be placed on supplying the growing needs of
emerging economies using well-understood technologies versus, let us
say, joining the race for a superior future? Where energy companies
position themselves on this spectrum is going to require them to make
decisive strategic choices in the years ahead.’
Johannes Teyssen
Chairman and CEO, E.ON AG, Germany
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Appendix 4: Strategic change elevates the importance of risk management
Q: T
 o what degree has your company’s strategy changed over the past 2 years? What additional steps, if any, are you taking to improve the
management of risks that accompany your change in strategy?
CEOs changing strategies

51%

16%

Addressing risk in new strategies
Allocating more senior management
attention to risk management
Formally incorporating risk scenarios
into strategic planning
Allocating more board meeting
attention to risk management
Formally designating executive responsibility
for risk management

72

Doing more crisis readiness drills

40

Adjusting performance incentives
to account for risk

36

Re-examining capital structure

31

Increasing the authority of the risk
management executive

29

33%

Increasing risk manager headcount

67
58
45

20
%

No change

Somewhat changed

Changed in fundamental ways

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘The downturn also taught us another lesson about the risks
associated with large overseas investments. For instance, prior
to the downturn, we bought a US steel company for US$1
billion. Today, with one exception, we are looking only at India.’
Sajjan Jindal
Vice Chairman and Managing Director, JSW Steel Limited, India

‘If you view the world through the eyes of the consumer, which I do
every day, it looks as if the world has been run so that the benefits of
risk have accrued to a few individuals, while the cost of risk has been
shared by society at large. No one would ever run a business like that,
but somehow, we let the world operate in that way.’
Paul Polman
CEO, Unilever, UK

‘The world is a very tricky place right now. We’re dealing with
political turmoil in the United States, and that is also affecting our
economy throughout the world. However, if we continue to produce
premium content, our company is going to be fine.’
Leslie Moonves
President and CEO, CBS Corporation, US

4 Paying Taxes 2011: The Global Picture”, PwC (2011).
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‘When we formed SIX Group by merging three companies,
everybody asked me what the cost-saving synergies are.
But that was not the issue: I wanted a blueprint of a
successful and valuable company in the service of the
Swiss financial market centre.’
Prof. Dr. Peter Gomez
Chairman of the Board, SIX Group AG, Switzerland

‘Just before the crisis, steel prices were hovering around
US$1,200. When the crisis hit, prices dipped to US$500.
In order to deal with the situation, we had to take some
cost-cutting measures. Fortunately, those measures have
been very effective. In fact, we are now reviewing our
cost-cutting measures every three months in order to
see what additional steps we might take.’
Sajjan Jindal
Vice Chairman and Managing Director,
JSW Steel Limited, India

Appendix 5: The pace of cost reductions is set to decline in 2011
Q: Which, if any, of the following restructuring activities have you initiated in the past 12 months, or plan to initiate in the coming 12 months?
Implement a cost-reduction initiative
Enter into a new strategic alliance or joint venture
Complete a cross-border merger or acquisition
Outsource a business process or function
Insource a previously outsourced business process or function
Divest or spin-off majority interest in a business or exit significant market
End an existing strategic alliance or joint venture

64
84
50
40
34
25
31
37
19
25
14
20
14
20
%

Plan to initiate in the coming 12 months
Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Initiated in the past 12 months

Appendix 6: Asia is the most popular region for M&A away from home markets
Q: In which of the following regions are you planning to make this merger or acquisition?

Region of acquisition
Company
headquarters

Africa

Asia

Australasia

Eastern
Europe

Latin
America

Middle
East

North
America

Western
Europe

Africa

93%

20%

7%

7%

0%

7%

13%

7%

Asia Pacific

10%

69%

22%

7%

12%

7%

30%

22%

CEE

6%

12%

6%

82%

18%

6%

12%

24%

Latin America

2%

6%

0%

3%

82%

3%

14%

8%

Middle East

36%

27%

0%

9%

0%

82%

0%

0%

North America

3%

42%

9%

15%

27%

9%

73%

36%

Western Europe

6%

34%

7%

27%

16%

11%

27%

53%

0%

50%

>50%

Base: All respondents who plan to complete a cross-border merger or acquisition in the coming 12 months (403)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘Our regional strategy is first the logistics business and the places we are
investing in are Iran, Algeria, Kazakhstan and Ukraine. For the pipe business,
we are looking to the Middle East for the oil and gas industry. For light assets
we are investing in Northern Iraq – for steel servicing – shaping, cutting etc.
We are investing mainly, therefore, in CIS, the Middle East and North Africa.’
Agah Uğur
CEO, Borusan Holding A.Ş., Turkey

‘You’ve got to protect your future. The major way the downturn has
changed our strategy is that it’s spurred us to move even faster to get
positioned in the emerging markets. We’ve been growing organically –
for example, a year ago, we doubled our ADT security offices in China
– but we’re also now looking at acquisitions.’
Ed Breen
Chairman and CEO, Tyco International, Switzerland

‘Our strategy going forward anticipates expansion, purchase of
new rolling stock, and business acquisitions. And in terms of
financing, we see no obstacles that would limit our strategic plans.’
Alexander Eliseev
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Globaltrans, Russia
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CEOs wary of macro risks
‘Currently, expectations for further RMB appreciation remain high. The money
flowing into the economy enjoys the benefits of higher interest rates, the potential
for RMB appreciation and increases in asset prices, resulting in a relatively
strong driving force. However, when these conditions become unfavourable,
the tendency, as has been the case in other emerging countries, will be for it to
withdraw like ebbing water, creating havoc in the economy.’
Li Lihui
President, Bank of China, China

‘We are more sensitive to the risk/reward tradeoffs, because the
volatility in the market created during the recession had a big
impact on many foreign economies – whether it’s sovereign risk in
Europe, capital markets in the US or economic policies in China.
We pay much more attention now to making sure we understand
and pressure-test the upside/downside of various decisions.’
John V. Faraci
Chairman and CEO, International Paper, US

Figure 4: Top risks relate to government policies – and talent
Q: How concerned are you about the following potential economic and policy/business threats to your business growth prospects?

2008

2009

2010

2011

1

Availability of key skills

Recession/economy

Recession/economy

Recession/economy

2

Recession/economy

Unstable capital markets

Overregulation

Public deficit¹

3

Overregulation

Overregulation

Unstable capital markets

Overregulation

4

Low-cost competition

Energy costs

Currency volatility¹

Availability of key skills

5

Energy security

Inflation

Economic imbalances¹

Increasing tax burden¹

6

Scarcity of resources

Low-cost competition

Low-cost competition

Exchange rate volatility

7

Protectionism

Availability of key skills

Energy costs

Unstable capital markets

8

Security of supply chain

Protectionism

Availability of key skills

Shift in consumers

9

Technology disruption

Security of supply chain

Protectionism

Energy costs
¹ New options

Base: 2008 (1,150), 2009 (1,124), 2010 (1,198), 2011 (1,201)
Note: Rank of top threats, by % of somewhat or extremely concerned
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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‘In Europe, the risk pertains to liquidity. If the liquidity crisis weakens the euro,
businesses across Europe will have to find a way to reboot themselves. This is a risk
we have to watch out for. And then there is the issue of revaluing China’s currency
and what that would mean for the world economy. These are some of the risks that
will impact our customers’ businesses, which, in turn, will impact our business.’
Vineet Nayar
Vice Chairman and CEO, HCL Technologies, India

‘The government has its regulating functions that should clearly
and strictly monitor the financial sector. But this is not enough.
That’s why there should be supra-national agencies, sort of
investment banker communities, and so on. It is also important
that, within the chain of control, that control does not suppress
the initiative of the business community, bankers and others.’
Evgeny Dod
CEO, RusHydro, Russia

‘The current business environment has exposed weakness in our workforce strategy
and limitations in our ability to compete on an international scale. Building an
experienced and knowledgeable workforce is the most critical challenge we now face.’
Dr. Zhang Xiaogang
President, Anshan Iron and Steel Group Corporation, China

‘The relations with investors, legislation and rulemaking procedures
should be predictable and long-term, in order to avoid any changes
during the timeframes of any of our projects.As renewables, and
primarily the hydropower industry, have a long-term investment cycle
it may take decades to build a large station. It is obvious that, with
changing conditions, investment risks increase, and the probability
of joining this or that project decreases.’
Evgeny Dod
CEO, RusHydro, Russia

‘I think the clouds on the horizon tend
to be geopolitical: The health of the
euro, events surrounding North Korea
and Iran. But barring those kinds of
geopolitical issues, I think we have every
reason to be optimistic.’

‘The concern I have is that governments
are getting more and more involved,
either directly or through regulation, in
the private sector. And they’re doing that
in a manner that inhibits the private
sector’s contribution to the economy.’

Gregory R. Page
Chairman and CEO, Cargill, Incorporated, US

Louis Camilleri
Chairman and CEO, Philip Morris International,
Switzerland/US
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Appendix 7: Political instability is a longer-term concern for CEOs in all regions except North America
Q: Which of the following global risks concerns you the most, regarding their potential impact on your growth prospects in the next 3 years?

North
America

Global risk

Western
Europe

Asia
Pacific

Latin
America

CEE

Middle
East

Africa

Political instability

37%

56%

59%

76%

54%

52%

60%

36%

Scarcity of natural
resources

25%

36%

44%

28%

19%

44%

33%

32%

Climate change

22%

22%

35%

36%

13%

19%

40%

69%

Natural disasters

28%

20%

31%

33%

11%

37%

23%

31%

Terrorism

26%

24%

23%

31%

12%

19%

40%

0%

Pandemics and
other health crises

32%

21%

23%

19%

7%

15%

40%

51%

Loss of biodiversity

6%

3%

5%

12%

1%

19%

7%

48%

0%

100%

Base: All respondents (27-420)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘I don’t believe sustainability is optional anymore. The world today is so flat, so
transparent with the Internet, and the impact of individuals is so heightened
because of the ability to blog and Tweet and other things, that consumers want to
know what they’re buying into when they buy your brand. They want to know the
company behind that brand. They want to know what that company stands for,
and they want to know how that company takes care of the environment.’
Bob McDonald
Chairman of the Board, President and CEO, The Procter & Gamble Company, US

‘The world is so interconnected now, I think there’s a
need for some sort of international agency to ensure
a level financial playing field right across the globe.’
Ed Breen
Chairman and CEO, Tyco International, Switzerland

‘We believe it is very important to adopt stricter risk control standards and maintain
a monitoring system that is prudent on a macro scale and can give early warnings
regarding potential problems. Of course the implementation of such policy needs to
be adjusted for countries at different stages of development.’
Li Lihui
President, Bank of China, China
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‘The world may have weathered this crisis but many developed
countries have been left with significant debt burdens. In these
countries, the combination of considerable public debt and weak
national economies leads me to expect very low interest rates and
high levels of liquidity will continue across the US and Europe.’
Marcos Marcelo Mindlin
Chairman, Pampa Energía S.A., Argentina

‘If you take Europe and North America, it’s still a big
question mark as to what impact the rapid increase in
public debt will have once things begin to stabilise.’
Juha Rantanen
President and CEO, Outokumpu Oyj, Finland

‘With sovereign debt mounting, the issue of subsidising
alternative energy sources becomes problematic.’
Johannes Teyssen
Chairman and CEO, E.ON AG, Germany

Appendix 8: CEOs see austerity measures as a threat to growth in most regions
Q: How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the economic impact of large fiscal deficits and rising government debt?
North
America

Western
Europe

Asia
Pacific

Latin
America

CEE

Middle
East

Africa

Public spending cuts or tax increases to address
rising public debt in the country in which I am based
will slow domestic economic growth

67%

63%

69%

51%

55%

37%

70%

My company’s total tax contribution will rise because of
governments’ responses to rising public debt

67%

53%

55%

46%

48%

30%

47%

Public spending cuts or tax increases to rising public
debt in other countries will slow economic growth in
my company’s key overseas markets

49%

47%

47%

38%

31%

44%

53%

My company is making strategic changes because of public
spending cuts or tax increases faced at home or abroad

44%

35%

33%

30%

35%

26%

37%

My company’s sales to government will decline because
of governments’ response to rising public debt

15%

24%

19%

19%

18%

15%

27%

Governments’ response to rising public debt represents
a strategic growth opportunity for my company

14%

13%

27%

22%

14%

19%

20%

0%
Base: All respondents (27-420)
Note: Respondents who stated ‘agree’ or ‘agree strongly’
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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100%

‘My concern is that it requires a crisis to create the political will to
make the necessary changes. And that’s not unique to the United States.
I think other countries face the same political reality. It’s unfortunate,
because that sort of brinksmanship creates uncertainty for business,
and uncertainty leads to investments withheld, which in turn leads to
diminished economic opportunities. We get the governments that we
vote for, and regretfully, there doesn’t appear sufficient determination
by governments to enact meaningful changes with regard to the size
of national deficits.’
Gregory R. Page
Chairman and CEO, Cargill, Incorporated, US

‘In the countries of South Eastern Europe where
we operate, including Ukraine and Russia, debt
levels are low in relation to GDP. Debt levels have
been relatively high in Greece, and recently rising
in Cyprus. We are particularly concerned with
the situation in Greece, while we believe that in
Cyprus is improving.’
Efthimios Bouloutas
CEO, Marfin Laiki Bank, Cyprus

‘If you look around the world, a number of countries are becoming
much more competitive in terms of corporate tax rates.’
Douglas M. Baker, Jr.
Chairman, President and CEO, Ecolab, US
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Putting customers at the
centre of innovation
Figure 5: CEOs have a new commitment to innovation
Q: Which one of these potential opportunities for business growth do you see as the main opportunity to grow your business in the next 12 months?

40%

37%

38%

31%

29%

30
23%
20%

20%

20

21%
19%
14%

10

13%

17%

17%
15%

15%
13%

14%

13%
10%

11%

14%
10%

0

2007

2008

2009

Increased share in existing markets
Mergers and acquisitions

2010

New product/service development

2011
New geographic markets

New joint ventures and/or strategic alliances

Base: 2007 (1,084), 2008 (1,150), 2009 (1,124), 2010 (1,198), 2011 (1,201)
Note: Percentage of CEOs who see the following as the main opportunity to grow their business in the following 12 months
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘We continued to reinvest in technology, innovation and new product
launches, although we did reduce our operating costs in other areas.
So now we’re coming out of the recession with a strong balance sheet,
record profits and record sales. The record sales are from our fueleconomy and emissions-technology strategies. The stronger profits
are coming from our strategy to control costs.’
Timothy M. Manganello
Chairman and CEO, BorgWarner Inc., US

‘Angang must go from being a technology follower to a technology leader,
which will require a combination of management efficiency, product and
technical innovation, and a nimble and able corporate culture.’
Dr. Zhang Xiaogang
President, Anshan Iron and Steel Group Corporation, China
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‘We view innovation as being driven by four mega-developments. The first, of
course, has to do with ongoing technological improvements and breakthroughs.
The second is the rise of the emerging economies, which will bring entire
populations onto digital networks. The third is the new way that digital services
are consumed, as exemplified by the preferences of Generation Y. And the fourth
is the re-pricing that will be necessary to make digital services ubiquitous
around the globe. So you see, innovation is not just technology-led.’
Vineet Nayar
Vice Chairman and CEO, HCL Technologies, India

‘Retail customer behaviours are changing and you need to build a
relationship with those customers so that they become part of the
solution toward the overall goal of energy optimisation. This will pose a
big challenge because energy companies will need to adopt technologies
and adjust to new patterns of consumer behaviour. It will not be easy
and a lot of utilities will probably be unable to make that transition.’
Johannes Teyssen
Chairman and CEO, E.ON AG, Germany

Figure 6: CEOs expect innovation to involve external partners
Q: T
 o what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your expectations regarding your company’s innovation over the
next three years?
5 12
13
18
24
29

41

24

30

26

1 An important part of our innovation strategy is to develop products
or services that are environmentally friendly

23

2 We expect the majority of our innovation to be co-developed
with partners outside of our organisation

9

26

3 We use M&A as a significant source of innovation

7

27

19

10

4 We expect the majority of our innovations to be developed in markets
other than the country in which we are based

27

18

7

5 We expect government assistance to boost our innovation output

%

Disagree strongly

Disagree

Agree

Agree strongly

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: Expectations regarding companies’ innovation over the next 3 years
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘We have “patient money” that we use to invest in good customer-focused
ideas from our young people. And we are using an assessment tool
looking for innovation and commercial behaviours. We use this
assessment for the new generation of people in specific roles in our
organisation that require more innovative behaviour.’
Agah Uğur
CEO, Borusan Holding A.Ş., Turkey
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Appendix 9: Innovations are for efficiency and growth
Q: T
 o what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your expectations regarding your company’s innovation over the
next 3 years?
Our innovations
will lead to
operational
efficiencies that
provide us with a
competitive
advantage

Our innovations
will lead to
significant new
revenue
opportunities

An important part
of our innovation
strategy is to
develop products
or services that are
environmentally
friendly

We expect the
majority of our
innovations to be
co-developed with
partners outside
of our organisation

We use M&A as a
significant source
of innovation

We expect the
majority of our
innovations to be
developed in
markets other than
the country in
which I am based

We expect
government
assistance to
boost our
innovation output

Automotive

84

80

80

36

28

32

Chemicals

92

85

83

36

39

42

32
31

Engineering & Construction

83

62

77

45

32

27

32

Consumer Goods

72

85

70

39

31

31

17
33

Oil & Gas

78

72

65

43

35

30

Industrial Manufacturing

82

82

70

28

37

32

26

Metals

86

76

76

46

30

14

38

Pharma & Life sciences

77

89

58

42

45

43

43

Retail

73

71

52

41

35

24

16

Transportation & Logistics

85

73

67

40

38

27

25

Utilities

64

51

70

38

9

23

30

Business & Prof Services

79

79

59

29

26

29

18

Financial services

85

81

47

38

32

27

17

Entertainment & Media

67

77

40

57

43

37

23

Technology

85

90

64

37

41

25

39

Base: All respondents (30-200)
Note: Respondents who ‘agree’ or ‘agree strongly’
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

0%

100%

‘Two markets that I find very interesting are Japan and the emerging economies. Japan
has suddenly woken up to the fact that it can be competitive globally if it collaborates
extensively with India. Emerging markets like Latin America, South Africa, Russia, India
and China are interesting markets in that they will help redefine the way IT solutions are
implemented. And those solutions will eventually find their way into the developed
economies because those implementations are going to be faster and less costly.’
Vineet Nayar
Vice Chairman and CEO, HCL Technologies, India

‘The increase in demand as the global economy recovers
will undoubtedly lead to higher prices of certain commodity
materials. What we, as a company, need to do as innovators
is innovate our way out of that. We’ve got to find substitutes
for those materials, and we’re working on that now.’
Bob McDonald
Chairman of the Board, President and CEO,
The Procter & Gamble Company, US

‘One type of innovation we’re really intrigued by is the potential of using
the constituent parts of our portfolio as building blocks to form interesting
business combinations that create additional rounds of value.’
Tan Sri Dato’ Azman Hj. Mokhtar
Managing Director, Khazanah Nasional Berhad, Malaysia
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‘Within ten years, 70 percent of our business will come from the Far East. And that
shift eastward has tremendous implications for our company’s structure and culture.
The values at the heart of our company certainly won’t change, but our culture and
business model will need to evolve to reflect a changing customer demographic.’
Paul Polman
CEO, Unilever, UK

‘I think in the future we’ll see a lot more partnering,
a lot more sharing, a lot more acknowledgement of the
specialised skills of other firms. And that’s partly because
there is going to be greater stratification in our industry.’
Philip Dilley
Group Chairman, Arup Group, UK

‘What has remained intact is our overall strategy to get closer to the end user
and improve our entire sales and marketing effort. That has meant investing
more in our skills and capabilities as well as some investments in building
service centres around the world. What have we been forced to change?
We’ve postponed quite a number of investments mostly in the product area.’
Juha Rantanen
President and CEO, Outokumpu Oyj, Finland

‘The ‘smart grid’ concept has become very popular these days, but, unfortunately,
more often than not it is mentioned as a buzzword by managers or economists.
However, one needs to understand that ‘smart grid’ is an intellectual system that
helps managing the whole technology chain including the generating company,
the grid component and consumers, i.e. with retail covered as well. This should
involve generating, grid and retail companies.’
Ivan Blagodyr
General Director, JSC RAO Energy Systems of East, Russia

Appendix 10: Businesses will include consumers and suppliers in innovation processes
Q: T
 o what extent will you change your strategy in the next three years to the following potential changes to long-term consumer, business purchasing/
government procurement behaviours?
Consumers will play a more active role in product and service development

12

Businesses will look more to their suppliers for product innovation

15
16

Businesses will look more to their suppliers for process innovation

Governments will play a more active role in product and service development

35

22

43

21

42

25

28

22

21

40

24

16

11

% of companies for whom consumers/businesses/governments represent >33% of revenues
No change at all

Base: Consumers (546); Businesses (870); Governments (176)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Minor change in strategy

Some change in strategy

A significant change in strategy

Appendix 11: IT investments are ‘ambidextrous’ – made for both cost efficiency and growth
Q: T
 o what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about capital investments in strategic IT that your company is making over
the next three years?
Our IT investments are made primarily to reduce costs and become
more efficient operationally

3

Our IT investments are made primarily to support growth initiatives and
leverage emerging innovations, such as mobile devices and social media

5

Our IT investments are frequently the focus of boardroom discussions
Our IT investments are no longer necessary now that innovative
software is available as a service on the Internet

10
34

11

48

18

21

38

26

28

43

8

16
11

2

%
Disagree strongly

Disagree

Agree

Agree strongly

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘We took it upon ourselves to develop a technology by which
we could re-process low-grade iron and use it to manufacture
high-grade steel. That innovation has saved us a lot of money.
So, even in my position, I spend a lot of time on R&D issues.’
Sajjan Jindal
Vice Chairman and Managing Director, JSW Steel Limited, India

‘Five years ago, technology was the thing and content was
seen as fungible. I think the respect for content has grown
immensely, along with the realisation that you can’t have
great technology without great content.’
Leslie Moonves
President and CEO, CBS Corporation, US
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How are customers changing?
Appendix 12: Consumer-facing companies are using technology to reach customers
Q: What extent will you change your strategy in the next three years to the following potential changes to long-term consumer behaviours?
Consumers will increasingly use mobile devices and social
media to voice their needs and preferences to companies

8

Consumers will focus more on price and value for money

14

10

Consumers will factor a company's environmental and corporate
responsibility practices into purchasing decisions

19

18

Consumers will place a higher emphasis on the country
of origin for the products they buy

34
40

32

48

43

38
25

18

30
11

6

% of companies for whom consumers represent >33% of revenues
No change at all

Minor change in strategy

Some change in strategy

A significant change in strategy

Base: Consumers (546)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘In the same way, for the younger people who went through this
current recession, it will forever have an impact on the way they
behave, the way they incur debt, the way they spend, the way
they save. It will be a permanent change.’
Richard K. Davis
Chairman, President and CEO, U.S. Bancorp, US

‘In developing economies, people have become much more
conscious of what they eat and drink and we’re seeing many
consumers switch from carbonated soft drinks to nonsugared drinks that are marketed as healthier beverages.’
Senji Miyake
President and CEO, Kirin Holdings Company, Limited, Japan

Appendix 13: Business and government suppliers face changes in purchasing
Q: T
 o what extent will you change your strategy in the next three years to the following potential changes to business’s purchasing/government
procurement behaviours?
22

Governments will increasingly prefer to purchase from domestic suppliers
Governments will factor a company's environmental and corporate
responsibility practices into purchasing decisions

Businesses' purchasing decisions will be driven primarily
by price considerations
Businesses will factor a supplier's environmental and corporate
responsibility practices into purchasing decisions

16

19
30

19
17

37
34

25
28

34
36

19
17

21
17

% of companies for whom governments/businesses represent >33% of revenues
No change at all

Base: Businesses (870); Governments (176)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Minor change in strategy

Some change in strategy

A significant change in strategy

Appendix 14: Emerging market consumers will drive revenue growth
Q: T
 o what extent will you change your strategy in the next three years to the following potential changes to long-term consumer, business purchasing/
government procurement behaviours?

Emerging market consumers will drive growth for my company
Emerging market businesses will drive growth for my company
Emerging market governments will drive growth for my company

25
21
27

16

30

17

33

16

34

25
26
18

% of companies for whom consumers/businesses/governments represent >33% of revenues
No change at all

Minor change in strategy

Some change in strategy

A significant change in strategy

Base: Consumers (546); Businesses (870); Governments (176)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘The standards from the OEMs have been raised over the
last couple of years, making quality a differentiator,
something they can build their brands around. That has
flowed into the supply base, so we look to substantially
improve and invest in our quality.’
Stephen A. Roell
Chairman and CEO, Johnson Controls, Inc., US
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Bridging global skills gaps
‘I do think, though, that our strategy recognises that long-term growth is going
to come from emerging markets. But these nascent markets come with various
uncertainties. One is the regulatory environment; another is talent-related.
Finding the appropriate talent to take advantage of the growth prospects of
emerging markets is one of the biggest challenges we face.’
Louis Camilleri
Chairman and CEO, Philip Morris International, Switzerland/US

‘The large growth we are experiencing means that identifying
and integrating the right people has been our major concern.
In 2010 alone we have had to hire more than 30,000 new
staff, taking our global headcount to 120,000.’
Marcelo Odebrecht
CEO, Odebrecht, Brazil

‘As Kirin has evolved into a globally integrated beverage manufacturer, it has
become increasingly important to ensure that we work with companies that
have corporate cultures compatible with our own. So far, the overseas
beverage makers that we have acquired or invested in have corporate cultures
very much similar to ours. As a result, working across the various corporate
cultures has not proven too difficult.’
Senji Miyake
President and CEO, Kirin Holdings Company, Limited, Japan

Figure 7: Talent is now on top of the CEO agenda
Q: In response to changes in the global business environment, to what extent do you anticipate changes to any of the following areas of your
company’s organisation or operating model over the next 12 months?
17

31

52

23

54

23

1 Strategies for managing talent
2 Approach to managing risk

23

48

28

3 Investment decisions

25

47

27

4 Organisational structure (including M&A)

36

22

41

50
52

5 Corporate reputation and rebuilding trust

34

15

6 Capital structure

34

12

7 Engagement with your board of directors

%

No change

Some change

A major change

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: Anticipated changes in the companies’ organisation or operating model over the next 12 months
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Appendix 15: Companies in Brazil and Asia-Pacific are the most upbeat about jobs growth
Q: What do you expect to happen to headcount in your organisation globally over the next 12 months?
40

ASEAN
3 3 3

India
3

Brazil

5

3

10
5

Canada
7

Middle East

2

3

5

33

5

28

3

US
3

UK

3
3

8

Global

3

19

3

4

6

10

3

Spain

13

5

11

7
13

15
27

5

18
17

9
7

28

13

15

15

19

15
3

13

17

13

Italy

17

22

27

Japan

15

23

13

7

10

23

10

3

14

11

15

Scandinavia

29

28

9

Africa (all)

16

16
34

6

4

France

20

10

9

11

11
25

26

12

3

Mexico

Netherlands

18

24
13

25

8

15

Argentina
Russia

26

15

3
15

30
22

23

20
45

20

20

8

Germany

8

18

4

Australia

25

8

China & Hong Kong

25

10
7

3
3

5
3

%

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Increase by more than 8%

Increase by 5-8%

Increase by less than 5%

Decrease by less than 5%

Decrease by 5-8%

Decrease by more than 8%

Appendix 16: Several industrial sectors are anticipating the most job growth
Q: What do you expect to happen to headcount in your organisation globally over the next 12 months?
Chemicals

3

Technology

2

Automotive

2 2

Retail

5

Engineering & Construction

3

5

Consumer Goods

3

Financial services

6

Utilities

Entertainment & Media

5

2
6

13

4

13

21

13

15

16

14
12

20

13

12

15

26

9

19
10

13

10

23

17

17
11

23

8

15

15

21

12

4

7

15

19

5

20

28

14

14

18

22

9

16
13

24

8

4

3

20

17

11
4

25

30
2

12

14

7

13

1

Metals

20

12

Oil & Gas

15

22

7

6

Global

2

3
3

Business & Prof services

36

10

4

Transportation & Logistics

Pharma & Life sciences

7

2 2

Industrial Manufacturing

3

15
10

9
8

17

%
Increase by more than 8%

Increase by 5-8%

Increase by less than 5%

Decrease by less than 5%

Decrease by 5-8%

Decrease by more than 8%

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘From our peak employment during 2008–09 to the lowest trough in that
same time period, we laid off 5,000 people. Coming out of the recession,
we’ve hired back about 3,000 people, though in different parts of the world.
In China we have more people than during our peak, because that’s where
our biggest growth curve is.’
Timothy M. Manganello
Chairman and CEO, BorgWarner Inc., US
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‘Ultimately, you can’t rely solely on expatriates to run a local business forever. They
certainly have an important role to bring our affiliates in given countries up to certain
standards, but they also have the critical role of transferring knowledge and expertise so
that those businesses can stand on their own. The goal is that those affiliates are
eventually run by country nationals.’
Louis Camilleri
Chairman and CEO, Philip Morris International, Switzerland/US

‘Human resources pose a really significant challenge.
Previously, we were only a trading company, but now we are
a corporation with R&D, industrial and trading activities
spanning all parts of the supply chain, encompassing the
upstream, middle stream and the downstream. Thus, our
corresponding human resources face a bottleneck on further
development. That’s something we need to solve.’
Zhou Zhongshu
President, China Minmetals Corporation, China

‘Talent is becoming very expensive, so it’s important to tap all available
sources. That’s the reason we’re looking closely at the non-included
workforce.’
Vineet Nayar
Vice Chairman and CEO, HCL Technologies, India

Figure 8: Retention and deployment figure highly in CEOs’ talent strategies
Q: To what extent do you plan to change your people strategy in the following ways over the next 12 months?
34

47

39

18

40

44

19

41

52

13

34

12

1 Use more non-financial rewards to motivate staff
2 Deploy more staff to international assignments
3 Work with government/education systems to improve skills in the talent pool
4 Incentivise young workers differently than others

56

32

11

5 Change policies to attract and retain more women

57

32

10

6 Increasingly recruit and attempt to retain older workers

58

32

8

7 Set compensation limits for executive talent

66

26

71

20

7

8 Grow our contingent workforce faster than our full-time workforce

7

9 Relocate operations because of talent availability

%

No change

Some change

Significant change

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: Plan to change people strategy in the following 12 months
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Appendix 17: Two-thirds of CEOs foresee skills shortages
Q: Considering the talent required for the success of your business over the next 3 years, what are the key challenges you expect to face?
Limited supply of candidates with the right skills

66

Challenges in recruiting and integrating younger employees

54

Competitors recruiting some of your best people

52

Providing attractive career paths in our industry

50

Difficulty in deploying experienced talent globally

45

Talent with the right technical skills lack flexibility and creativity

44

Understanding and forecasting talent availability in emerging markets

40

Key employees making career changes for personal reasons

39

Retirement of older workers

35

Scrutiny of reward structures by regulators and/or investors

23

Poor retention of female talent

12
%

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘As a reputable international manufacturer, we have the
risk of employee retention amplified by a market that is
becoming very competitive regarding compensation.’
Timothy M. Manganello
Chairman and CEO, BorgWarner Inc., US.

‘Our capacity to attract, retain and manage executive talent
does not depend on the compensation package, but rather on
our ability to create a sense of belonging to an organisation
that offers a long-term relationship and a professional
development opportunity, and that has a clear conception of
itself, of what it wants to be, and of how to achieve it.’
Armando Garza Sada
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Alfa, S.A.B. de C.V., Mexico

‘We’re still in a first generation of middle management
in some of our emerging markets, but we recognise that
to be successful in five to 10 years, they’re going to have
to be part of our global team and senior management.’
Stephen A. Roell
Chairman and CEO, Johnson Controls, Inc., US
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Achieving shared priorities
with government
‘The confidence and the trust between society at large, between citizens and the economy,
have suffered a lot. In the long run, if we don’t have an agreement on the required value
creation of companies with respect to society, we are going to have a huge problem.’
Prof. Dr. Peter Gomez
Chairman of the Board, SIX Group AG, Switzerland

‘Create specific incentives for investors to direct their money towards the
financing of long-term projects, at attractive costs to entrepreneurs,
through mechanisms like project bonds, which hold a specific characteristic
of getting their payment back from the flow of receivables, rather than
relying on corporate guarantees for their repayment.’
Marcelo Odebrecht
CEO, Odebrecht, Brazil

Figure 9: CEOs see shared commitments with government to achieve public outcomes
Q: H
 ow much does your company plan to increase its commitment in the following areas, to improve national competitiveness and social well-being
over the next three years? Which three areas should be the Government’s priority today?

60%

Should be
the government’s
priority

Improving the country’s
infrastructure
Creating and fostering
a skilled workforce

Ensuring financial
stability and access
to affordable capital

rity

red

Generating innovations
and safeguarding IP

Addressing the risks
of climate change

Maintaining the health
of the workforce

Securing
natural resources
critical to business

Protecting
biodiversity
and ecosystems
0

a
Sh

Reducing poverty
and inequality

30

o
pri

0

Protecting
consumers’ interests

Private sector to raise
commitment ‘significantly’

30

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: CEOs were asked how much their companies plan to increase commitments to achieve these outcomes; and what should be the government’s priority.
The plot shows percentages of CEOs who chose each of these areas. Multiple choices were allowed
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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60%

Appendix 18: Shared agenda in North America
Q: H
 ow much does your company plan to increase its commitment in the following areas, to improve national competitiveness and social well-being
over the next 3 years? Which 3 areas should be the government’s priority today?

60%

Should be
the government’s
priority

Creating and fostering
a skilled workforce

Improving the country’s
infrastructure
Ensuring financial
stability and access
to affordable capital

rity

d
are

o
pri

Sh

Generating innovations
and safeguarding IP

30
Securing
natural resources
critical to business

Maintaining the health
of the workforce

Reducing poverty
and inequality
Addressing the risks
of climate change

Private sector to raise
commitment ‘significantly’

Protecting
Protecting
consumers’ interests
biodiversity
and ecosystems
0

0

30

60%

Base: North America (148)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘At times like this, we’ve historically seen governments look to the
private sector to provide capital for the provision of necessary
infrastructure. This can occur through the privatisation processes or
through “greenfield” investment by the private sector. In the years to
come, we expect to see more of both.’
Nicholas Moore
CEO, Macquarie Group Limited, Australia

‘The government should be more consistent in its oversight
of the railway sector. The operative word here is, consistent.
Certainly, the management of Globaltrans is very active in
efforts to advance the reform process. We frequently bring
our views to the attention of government officials who, I do
believe, are trying harder each year to take the opinions of
the business community into account.’
Alexander Eliseev
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Globaltrans, Russia
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Appendix 19: Shared agenda in Western Europe
Q: H
 ow much does your company plan to increase its commitment in the following areas, to improve national competitiveness and social well-being
over the next 3 years? Which 3 areas should be the government’s priority today?

60%

Should be
the government’s
priority

Ensuring financial
stability and access
to affordable capital

Creating and fostering
a skilled workforce

rity

red

o
pri

a
Sh

Improving the country’s
infrastructure

Generating innovations
and safeguarding IP

30
Reducing poverty
and inequality

Securing
natural resources
critical to business

Addressing the risks
of climate change

Maintaining the health
of the workforce
Protecting
consumers’ interests

Private sector to raise
commitment ‘significantly’

Protecting
biodiversity
and ecosystems
0

0

30

60%

Base: Western Europe (420)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

Appendix 20: Shared agenda in Asia Pacific
Q: H
 ow much does your company plan to increase its commitment in the following areas, to improve national competitiveness and social well-being
over the next 3 years? Which 3 areas should be the government’s priority today?

60%

Should be
the government’s
priority

Improving the country’s
infrastructure

Ensuring financial
stability and access
to affordable capital

Addressing the risks
of climate change
Protecting
biodiversity
and ecosystems
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a
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Creating and fostering
a skilled workforce
Securing
natural resources
critical to business

Maintaining the health
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Protecting
consumers’ interests

0

Base: Asia Pacific (257)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Private sector to raise
commitment ‘significantly’

30

60%

Appendix 21: Shared agenda in Latin America
Q: H
 ow much does your company plan to increase its commitment in the following areas, to improve national competitiveness and social well-being
over the next 3 years? Which 3 areas should be the government’s priority today?
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Base: Latin America (221)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

Appendix 22: Shared agenda in Central and Eastern Europe
Q: H
 ow much does your company plan to increase its commitment in the following areas, to improve national competitiveness and social well-being
over the next 3 years? Which 3 areas should be the government’s priority today?
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Base: CEE (98)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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60%

‘Governments have been the principal providers of infrastructure
for most of the post-war period. However, faced with pressure to
reduce public sector debt and, at the same time, expand and
improve public sector facilities, governments have looked to the
private sector for finance and provision of services.’
Efthimios Bouloutas
CEO, Marfin Laiki Bank, Cyprus

‘I think there would have to be a change in the covenant
of for-profit companies – which is possible, but not
overnight – to expect the business community in general
to step in where the government is going to step out.’
Richard K. Davis
Chairman, President and CEO, U.S. Bancorp, US

Appendix 23: Shared agenda in the Middle East
Q: H
 ow much does your company plan to increase its commitment in the following areas, to improve national competitiveness and social well-being
over the next 3 years? Which 3 areas should be the government’s priority today?
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Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Appendix 24: Shared agenda in Africa
Q: H
 ow much does your company plan to increase its commitment in the following areas, to improve national competitiveness and social well-being
over the next 3 years? Which 3 areas should be the government’s priority today?
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‘Our company is paying a lot of attention to the development of
our staff. We actually start from the school, then the institute.’
Evgeny Dod
CEO, RusHydro, Russia

‘We need to provide real value for our customers because,
ultimately, that’s how you protect shareholders’s interests.
But if you start ignoring the larger social context in which
you operate – whether you realise it or not – you end up
narrowing your own future options’
Douglas M. Baker, Jr.
Chairman, President and CEO, Ecolab, US
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60%

Globalisation reimagined
‘What that [migrating from a company with international operations to one that is truly
global] means for us is taking the expertise we have inside the company and applying that
to all the places we operate. Whether it’s Morocco, Turkey, China, Brazil or Russia, it’s
sharing best practices and building the capabilities that let us be more successful than our
competitors in those businesses.’
John V. Faraci
Chairman and CEO, International Paper, US

‘Nowadays, when you make investments abroad, foreign
governments don’t care how well you do in operations,
they care about how well you do in fulfilling your
corporate responsibility. This responsibility is not only
important to foreign countries, it is important to China.’
Zhou Zhongshu
President, China Minmetals Corporation, China

‘I know many governments think of the world economy as a zero-sum
game. We don’t think of it that way. Our company, which has sales greater
than the GDP of many countries, wants to do business and improve lives
all over the world. The best way to do that is to get governments around
the world to work together to create economic growth.’
Bob McDonald
Chairman of the Board, President and CEO, The Procter & Gamble Company, US

Appendix 25: Globalisation figures strongly in CEOs’ expectations
Q: How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the changing dynamics of the world economy?
Business will actively support new government policies that promote 'good growth' that is
financially, socially and environmentally sustainable at global, national and local levels

1
4

Global businesses will be more transparent when reporting their financial results and tax obligations
Emerging markets are more important to my company's future than developed markets

11

Government and business partnership will be more effective at mitigating
key global risks like climate change, terrorism and financial crises

4
4

The world will be more open to free international trade and capital flows

5

The top new global brands over the next decade will come from emerging markets

10

51

14

21

48

16

16

33

25

18

44

26

10

37

24

12

35

Tax policies and rates will increasingly converge among nations

9

New regulations will largely be harmonised because of cooperation among governments

7

30

33

National governments will put strategic sectors of their economy
off limits from foreign ownership and control

9

29

29

29

12

35

6
7
7

%
Disagree strongly

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey
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Agree

Agree strongly
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Growth reimagined
Prospects in emerging markets
drive CEO confidence

14th Annual Global
CEO Survey
Executive summary

In 2011, CEOs face a global business
environment still recovering from the
worst economic crisis in 75 years.
It’s true that the depths of the crisis are
behind us and stability has returned to
most of the world. But most major
economies are still grappling with the
aftermath of the recession and sustainable
economic growth is far from certain.

Telling the CEO survey story

1. Are conditions right for growth?........................................................................................ 2
2. So companies are gearing up for markets to grow? ........................................................... 3
3. Does that mean companies are abandoning developed markets? ....................................... 4

In the 14th Annual Global CEO Survey,
we set out to uncover how CEOs are
approaching growth in the post-crisis
business environment. We surveyed
1,201 business leaders in 69 countries
around the globe, in the last quarter of
2010, and conducted further in-depth
interviews with 31 CEOs.

4. H
 aven’t emerging markets been part of corporate strategies for years?.............................. 5

We found a surprising renewal of
optimism: Chief executives were nearly
as confident of growth this coming year
as in the boom years before the crisis.
And what was really interesting was
where they saw growth coming from,
and how they were going to achieve it.
We identified three strategic focal points
among the CEOs’ responses.

8. What are their approaches to innovation?......................................................................... 9

This document highlights key findings
in the 2011 CEO Survey. Please go to
www.pwc.com/ceosurvey to read the
full report, the in-depth story (which
summarises CEO views in the words of
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illustrates our detailed findings) and
explore other online tools.
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1. Are conditions right
for growth?

CEOs prepared for recovery in 2010 and expect growth in 2011
Q: How confident are you about your company’s prospects for revenue growth over the next 12 months/3 years?

60%
52%

CEOs honed their cost discipline
during the recession, driving a
patient optimism about their
prospects when global growth
returned. This can be seen in the
high confidence CEOs reported last
year in their three-year revenue
growth outlooks. ‘Things will get
better”, they seemed to be telling
us a year ago.
Sure enough, things got better.
Now, CEOs have set their targets on
more immediate growth. That’s what
we see this year in the big jump in
12-month revenue growth prospects.
Confidence levels are rising virtually
across the board, whether we slice
by how big they are, what sector
they’re in, or where they’re based.

50%

50%

50
41%

48%
44%

40

42%
34%

30

31%
26%

31%

Very confident about company’s
prospects for revenue growth

20

21%

over the next 12 months
over the next 3 years

10

0

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Base: 2011 (1,201), 2010 (1,198), 2009 (1,124), 2008 (1,150), 2007 (1,084), 2006 (not asked), 2005 (1,324), 2004 (1,386), 2003 (989)
Note: Percentage of CEOs who are very confident about their companies’ prospects for revenue growth
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

Confidence levels are rising across the board, whether we slice by how big they are,
what sector they’re in, or where they’re based.

2
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51%

2011

2. So companies are
gearing up for
markets to grow?
Selectively, yes. Developed markets
– half the world economy – are
forecast to grow at half the rate of
global growth this year. But big
emerging markets like China, India
and Indonesia are growing much
faster than the world economy. This
multi-speed recovery will have a big
impact on strategies going forward.
CEOs plan to grow revenues in
regions where recoveries are strong
and the promise, stronger still. And
those regions are not always close to
home. CEOs in Western Europe are
targeting growth in Asia and
elsewhere. And CEOs from AsiaPacific and Latin America are more
likely to rely on their own regions
for growth. High expectations are
being placed on Latin America and
Asia, and most clearly, on China.
And CEOs are being very selective
in choosing specific markets,
rather than adopting a shotgun
approach to entering emerging
markets all at once.

Growth to come in emerging markets’ operations, regardless of location
Q: In the next 12 months do you expect your key operations in these regions to decline, stay the same or grow?

Region of operations
Company
headquarters

Africa

Asia

Australasia

Eastern
Europe

Latin
America

Middle
East

North
America

Western
Europe

Africa

93%

89%

33%

100%

100%

75%

29%

36%

Asia-Pacific

73%

88%

77%

40%

80%

70%

40%

32%

CEE

80%

87%

83%

73%

80%

55%

71%

69%

Latin America

67%

86%

18%

59%

86%

47%

48%

31%

Middle East

70%

100%

50%

0%

0%

85%

25%

0%

North America

64%

94%

71%

67%

80%

73%

67%

51%

Western Europe

72%

92%

57%

75%

86%

75%

55%

48%

0%

100%

Base: Respondents who reported operations in said region (168-672)
Note: Percentage of respondents who expect to grow their key operations in the region.
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘From a global perspective, it’s difficult to see where the engines of sustained economic
growth will emerge. I expect overall global unemployment will remain high for some time,
and this will be the biggest obstacle to economic recovery.’
Dr. Zhang Xiaogang
President, Anshan Iron and Steel Group Corporation, China
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3. Does that mean
companies are
abandoning
developed markets?

Developed nations have competitive advantages
Q: Which countries, not including the country in which you are based, do you consider most important to your future sourcing needs? Which of the
following reasons apply for shifting sourcing to the countries you have just mentioned?

China

USA

India

Germany

Brazil
Cost

13%
15%

10%

13%

Quality
31%

Innovation

55%

63%

4%

Absolutely not! Large developed
economies still have their
attractions. The US was the second
most popular choice (after China) for
a growth market, with 21% of CEOs
naming the nation among the three
most important for growth. Another
12% selected Germany.
We also asked CEOs which nations
would be most important for their
future sourcing needs. China
dominates the list, largely for
reasons of cost competitiveness. But
quality control, risk profiles,
innovation capabilities, logistics and
existing relationships remain factors
to many CEOs. So, the US and
Germany joined China, India and
Brazil in the ranks of the most
important future suppliers.

3%
6%

37%
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35%

11%

6%

22%

15%

14%

11%

How many CEOs
plan to shift their
sourcing to this country

Base: China (442), USA (261), India (178), Germany (172), Brazil (137)
Note: Top reasons why CEOs plan to shift their sourcing to these supplier nations
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘The question each energy provider must consider is where it should position itself on
this spectrum of differing market requirements. How much focus should be placed on
supplying the growing needs of emerging economies using well-understood technologies
versus, let us say, joining the race for a superior future? Where energy companies position
themselves on this spectrum is going to require them to make decisive strategic choices in
the years ahead.’
Johannes Teyssen
Chairman and CEO, E.ON AG, Germany

4

7%

18%

4. H
 aven’t emerging
markets been
part of corporate
strategies for years?
To some degree. But change is
accelerating because of the multispeed recovery. The vast majority
of CEOs (84%) say they are changing
company strategies – and a third
of CEOs describe that change as
‘fundamental’. Investments are
more disciplined from the cost
perspective, and more targeted
from the market perspective.
To a large extent, these changes are
driven by this diverging picture
of global growth. It’s a break from
the recent past, when consumption
in developed markets drove global
growth. Now, it’s increasingly,
emerging markets.

Strategies are responding to changes in demand
Q: To what degree has your company’s strategy changed over the past two years? Which factor had the biggest impact on your need to change
your strategy?
CEOs changing strategies

51%

16%

33%

Factors behind strategic change

Economic growth forecasts or uncertainty

23

Customer demand

22

Industry dynamics

17

Competitive threats

10

Regulation

8

Attitude towards risk

7

Shareholder expectations

6

Capital structure/deleveraging

5
%

No change

Somewhat changed

Changed in fundamental ways

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘Looking ahead, there are going to be very large players that can do huge projects, and
then there are going to be the boutiques. The firms that are stranded in the middle are
going to struggle. At the moment we’re big enough, so I’m not worried about the next
several years, or perhaps the next decade. But we will need to ensure that we remain large
enough to be significant on a global scale. Partnering on projects with other firms is one
way ahead.’
Philip Dilley
Group Chairman, Arup Group, UK
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5. Isn’t all that risky?
Yes, and CEOs are watching out
for macro-economic risks; 71%
report being somewhat or extremely
concerned about economic uncertainty.
Volatility in currency and bond
markets greatly complicate strategies
geared towards more trade. Rising
public sector deficits is their number
two concern. There is a clear
expectation that governments in
mature economies will have to
raise taxes and cut spending.
Nearly three-quarters of US CEOs,
for example, believed their company’s
total tax contribution will rise
because of their government’s
response to a rising public deficit.
The sentiment is shared in many
emerging economies as well.
The heightened awareness of
macro-risks is working its way into
the boardroom. Risk management is
increasingly high on the agenda for
boards and senior management,
and incorporated in formal strategic
planning processes. CEOs are taking
a long view of the evolving risks
in a global economy. Senior level
attention to this could strengthen
the linkage between operational
and strategic approaches to risk,
and mitigate the impact of
another crisis.

6
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Top risks relate to government policies – and talent
Q: How concerned are you about the following potential economic and policy/business threats to your business growth prospects?

2008

2009

2010

2011

1

Availability of key skills

Recession/economy

Recession/economy

Recession/economy

2

Recession/economy

Unstable capital markets

Overregulation

Public deficit¹

3

Overregulation

Overregulation

Unstable capital markets

Overregulation

4

Low-cost competition

Energy costs

Currency volatility¹

Availability of key skills

5

Energy security

Inflation

Economic imbalances¹

Increasing tax burden¹

6

Scarcity of resources

Low-cost competition

Low-cost competition

Exchange rate volatility

7

Protectionism

Availability of key skills

Energy costs

Unstable capital markets

8

Security of supply chain

Protectionism

Availability of key skills

Shift in consumers

9

Technology disruption

Security of supply chain

Protectionism

Energy costs
¹ New options

Base: 2008 (1,150), 2009 (1,124), 2010 (1,198), 2011 (1,201)
Note: Rank of top threats, by % of somewhat or extremely concerned
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘In the present environment, we see increased risk with regard to the viability of input
costs. There’s also the possibility that government protectionism may slow the pace of
globalisation. In any case, we are living increasingly in a world that is more volatile.’
Paul Polman
CEO, Unilever, UK

6. What are some
common elements of
those new strategies?
CEOs have three focal points as they
change their strategies to address the
multi-speed recovery.
• CEOs are responding to a rise of
middle-class consumers in emerging
economies by developing products
and services tailored to those highgrowth markets, while also looking
to serve the changed needs of more
mature markets. So innovation,
in the context of new patterns of
demand, is a clear strategic focal
point for CEOs.
• Then there’s talent. As they look
across their organisations, CEOs fear
they won’t have the right talent to
compete effectively as recoveries
take hold. A lot of investment in
talent over the past few decades has
been made in economies that are now
slower growing. Whether that talent
can understand and adapt to the
realities of faster-growing emerging
markets remains to be seen.
• Yet, CEOs don’t necessarily want
to go it alone. CEOs increasingly
call for a shared agenda with
government in areas deemed
critical for business growth.
Outcomes like improving the skills
of the workforce and improving
infrastructure are best achieved
through sustained collaboration
between public and private sectors.

Innovation, in the context of new
patterns of demand, is a clear
strategic focal point for CEOs
CEOs increasingly call for a
shared agenda with government
in areas deemed critical for
business growth
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7. What do CEOs expect
from innovation?
A lot. The rise in importance for
new products and services marks a
significant shift for CEOs in where
their best avenue for growth lies.
Innovation is high on the agenda
in virtually all industries, including
industrial sectors such as metals,
chemicals and manufacturing.
Since 2007, business leaders have
consistently reported that their
single best opportunity for growth
lay in better penetration of their
existing markets. Now they’re just
as likely to focus on the innovation
needed for new products and services.
And they’re confident their
innovations will succeed: 78%
expect their development efforts to
generate ‘significant’ new revenue
opportunities over the next three
years. It won’t be easy. But they
are making changes at all levels
of their organisations to make
sure they can take advantage of
incremental innovations, as well
as breakthroughs.

CEOs have a new commitment to innovation
Q: Which one of these potential opportunities for business growth do you see as the main opportunity to grow your business in the next 12 months?

40%

37%

38%

31%

29%

30
23%
20%

20%

20

21%
19%
14%

10

13%

17%

17%
15%

15%
13%

14%

13%
10%

11%

14%
10%

0

2007

2008

2009

Increased share in existing markets
Mergers and acquisitions

2010

New product/service development

2011
New geographic markets

New joint ventures and/or strategic alliances

Base: 2007 (1,084), 2008 (1,150), 2009 (1,124), 2010 (1,198), 2011 (1,201)
Note: Percentage of CEOs who see the following as the main opportunity to grow their business in the following 12 months
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘People tend to see innovation strictly in terms of revolutionary, breakthrough products –
technologies to sequester carbon emissions or microchips that can process data 600 times
faster. That’s fine. But most innovations are the result of steady, continuous improvement.’
Paul Polman
CEO, Unilever, UK

8
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8. What are their
approaches to
innovation?

CEOs expect innovation to involve external partners
Q: To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your expectations regarding your company’s innovation over the
next three years?
5 12
13

First off, they start with the
customer. Many are bringing their
innovation activities closer to their
customers by giving customers
a say in the design of offerings.
Some CEOs are literally moving
development processes to customer
locales, in order to get closer to
them. They’re creating products
for faster-growing markets,
in those markets, and then
distributing worldwide.
Beyond that, a lot of ideas link to
the idea of ‘open innovation’,
involving more employees, more
partners and even customers in the
development process. A consumer
goods’ business, looking to expand
in India, for example, is focused not
only on shipping the best possible
product out of its facilities, but also
on where it is best designed, and on
how to package, distribute and sell
it into a changing marketplace.
Innovation can takes place at each
stage, with different partners.

18
24
29

41

24

30

26

1 An important part of our innovation strategy is to develop products
or services that are environmentally friendly

23

2 We expect the majority of our innovation to be co-developed
with partners outside of our organisation

9

26

3 We use M&A as a significant source of innovation

7

27

19

10

4 We expect the majority of our innovations to be developed in markets
other than the country in which we are based

27

18

7

5 We expect government assistance to boost our innovation output

%

Disagree strongly

Disagree

Agree

Agree strongly

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: Expectations regarding companies’ innovation over the next 3 years
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘Today, nearly every new item we bring out was produced with at least one partner
somewhere in the world. For example, we co-locate scientists from partner organisations
and from our organisation in the same laboratory. It’s amazing what you can do when you
knock down the barriers in an organisation or the barriers between organisations.’
Bob McDonald
Chairman of the Board, President and CEO, The Procter & Gamble Company, US
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9. How does
technology fit in?
CEOs are looking to gain both
efficiencies and differentiation at
the same time: 80% of CEOs in the
survey believe innovation will drive
efficiencies and lead to competitive
advantage, to go with the 78% who
expect new revenues. Technology is
one way of capturing both. Close to
70% are investing in IT to reduce
costs and become more efficient,
while 54% are also funnelling
funds towards growth initiatives,
including emerging technologies
in mobile devices, social media
and data analytics.
Cloud computing, for example,
can enable companies to manage
business processes more efficiently.
But it can also empower entirely new
business models, for example ones
that connect supply chain partners
in a single differentiated offering
for customers. In the survey, CEOs
told us they are exploring both
possibilities for technology, in
general, and for cloud computing,
in particular.

10
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IT investments are ‘ambidextrous’ – made for both cost efficiency and growth
Q: To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about capital investments in strategic IT that your company is making over
the next three years?
Our IT investments are made primarily to reduce costs and become
more efficient operationally

3

Our IT investments are made primarily to support growth initiatives and
leverage emerging innovations, such as mobile devices and social media

5

Our IT investments are frequently the focus of boardroom discussions
Our IT investments are no longer necessary now that innovative
software is available as a service on the Internet

10
34

11

48

18

21

38

26

28

43

8

16
11

2

%
Disagree strongly

Disagree

Agree

Agree strongly

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘The best way to compete is to find new and more efficient ways of accepting, processing,
and delivering cargo. In that way, innovative technology helps position Globaltrans as a
client-focused company – and that provides us with a competitive edge. It is very important
that Globaltrans be at least a step ahead of the rest of the industry in offering new railway
logistics’ solutions to the marketplace.’
Alexander Eliseev
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Globaltrans, Russia

10. W
 ill CEOs have the
talent they need as
growth returns?
More companies expect to add
jobs in 2011 than they did in 2010,
led by industrial sectors such as
chemicals, automotive and
manufacturing. (For a detailed look
at which regions and industries are
adding jobs, go to www.pwc.com/
ceosurvey.) As more ready plans to
hire, the talent shortage becomes
more apparent: two-thirds of CEOs
believe they’re facing a limited
supply of skilled candidates.
In high growth markets such as
China, India and parts of Latin
America, talent shortages are as
critical as – and in some cases more
acute than – the rest of the world.
But talent shortages are not isolated
to emerging markets. Voluntary
turnover declined in mature
economies during the recession,
but historical trends demonstrate
that it will return. As a result,
talent is at the top of the agenda
for global CEOs.

Talent is now on top of the CEO agenda
Q: In response to changes in the global business environment, to what extent do you anticipate changes to any of the following areas of your
company’s organisation or operating model over the next 12 months?
17

31

52

23

54

23

1 Strategies for managing talent
2 Approach to managing risk

23

48

28

3 Investment decisions

25

47

27

4 Organisational structure (including M&A)

36

5 Corporate reputation and rebuilding trust

22

41

50

34

15

6 Capital structure

52

34

12

7 Engagement with your board of directors

%

No change

Some change

A major change

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: Anticipated changes in the companies’ organisation or operating model over the next 12 months
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘These nascent markets come with various uncertainties. One is the regulatory environment;
another is talent-related. Finding the appropriate talent to take advantage of the growth
prospects of emerging markets is one of the biggest challenges we face.…There is a high level of
education, there’s a lot of enthusiasm, but there is a pretty steep learning curve as well. It’s just
a process, and it will take some time in some markets.’
Louis Camilleri
Chairman and CEO, Philip Morris International, Switzerland/US
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11. H
 ow are CEOs
getting the most
from their
key staffers?
Most CEOs say they plan to use
more ‘non-financial’ rewards.
These approaches can take many
forms, but often involve training
and mentoring ‘me’: programmes,
with a closer focus on career
trajectories. Instilling a deeper
sense of ownership by spreading
employee stock ownership more
widely is another important
retention tool for CEOs.
Filling skills gaps begins with
companies making themselves
more attractive to potential and
current employees, and looking
for better ways to develop and
deploy staff globally. Many of
today’s multinationals are
seeking greater independence
for managerial talent locally,
to get closer to those markets.
Yet, global sourcing of talent
isn’t a reality yet: over half of
CEOs are planning to send
more staff on international
assignments in 2011.

12
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‘We’re building the next generation of
leadership to take International Paper to the
next level. We don’t believe you can run a
global business with expatriates. You’ve got to
have local talent. They understand the local
culture and how to do business there.’
John V. Faraci
Chairman and CEO, International Paper, US

12. W
 hat else can
they do to address
skills shortages?
The scale of shortages, CEOs
describe, is leading to some new
thinking around existing
workforces, particularly around
tapping underused pools of talent.
In virtually all markets, for example,
many fewer women than men are
active in the labour market. Some
companies have already taken note.
But there is a lot further to go: only
11% of CEOs globally are planning
‘significant change’ to policies to
attract and retain more of their
female employees today.
Older workers are another
underused pool of talent. Over half
of North American CEOs foresee
challenges as older workers retire,
for example, but only 5% of North
American CEOs are planning
significant changes to hold on to
older workers, and just 10% of
CEOs globally are doing so.
Similarly, over half of CEOs (54%)
foresee challenges in recruiting
and retaining younger employees.
These three pools of talent are
particularly vital in thinner talent
markets where skills are scarcer –
but they require specific strategies
to approach.

Retention and deployment figure highly in CEOs’ talent strategies
Q: To what extent do you plan to change your people strategy in the following ways over the next 12 months?
34

47

39

18

40

44

19

41

52

13

34

12

1 Use more non-financial rewards to motivate staff
2 Deploy more staff to international assignments
3 Work with government/education systems to improve skills in the talent pool
4 Incentivise young workers differently than others

56

32

11

5 Change policies to attract and retain more women

57

32

10

6 Increasingly recruit and attempt to retain older workers

58

32

8

7 Set compensation limits for executive talent

66

26

71

20

7

8 Grow our contingent workforce faster than our full-time workforce

7

9 Relocate operations because of talent availability

%

No change

Some change

Significant change

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: Plan to change people strategy in the following 12 months
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘With Generation Y coming into the business, hierarchies have to disappear. Generation Y
expects to work in communities of mutual interest and passion – not structured hierarchies.
Consequently, people management strategies will have to change so that they look more like
Facebook and less like the pyramid structures that we are used to.’
Vineet Nayar
Vice Chairman and CEO, HCL Technologies, India
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13. I sn’t workforce
development a job
for the government?
Only in part. CEOs that told us a
skilled workforce is the top item on
the shared agenda between public
and private sectors. Fifty-four
percent of CEOs plan to work with
government and the education
system to improve the talent pool
available.

CEOs see shared commitments with government to achieve public outcomes
Q: How much does your company plan to increase its commitment in the following areas, to improve national competitiveness and social well-being
over the next three years? Which three areas should be the Government’s priority today?

60%

Should be
the government’s
priority

Improving the country’s
infrastructure
Creating and fostering
a skilled workforce

Ensuring financial
stability and access
to affordable capital

red

Generating innovations
and safeguarding IP

The role for business is well
recognised when it comes to
leadership development and on-thejob training. What’s newer is that
the training and education systems
are becoming much more of an
integrated market with companies
and governments both looking to
meet workforce requirements.

Addressing the risks
of climate change

0

Maintaining the health
of the workforce

Securing
natural resources
critical to business

Protecting
biodiversity
and ecosystems
0

a
Sh

Reducing poverty
and inequality

30

y

rit

io
pr

Protecting
consumers’ interests

30

Private sector to raise
commitment ‘significantly’

60%

Base: All respondents (1,201)
Note: CEOs were asked how much their companies plan to increase commitments to achieve these outcomes; and what should be the government’s priority.
The plot shows percentages of CEOs who chose each of these areas. Multiple choices were allowed
Source: PwC 14th Annual Global CEO Survey

‘Public education is a big issue and one where the private sector can fill the gaps that
government often has a difficult time addressing. It’s an issue that links back to how do we
define business success, because if we don’t solve the education issue then the problem will
eventually degrade the private sector’s ability to recruit a capable workforce.’
Tan Sri Dato’ Azman Hj. Mokhtar
Managing Director, Khazanah Nasional Berhad, Malaysia
14
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14. W
 hat about
infrastructure?
Infrastructure is the second
highest item on the shared agenda.
Constrained budgets are forcing
difficult decisions on public sector
leaders, and CEOs are keen to
protect a shared priority that is
critical to business growth.
Infrastructure’s importance comes
through clearly for CEOs. Those in
infrastructure-related sectors such
as engineering and construction,
and utilities, as well as banks,
reported increased commitments
of their own to infrastructure
development.
While CEOs expect governments
to take the lead, the role of private
capital in financing infrastructure
is unavoidable: an estimated
US$3 trillion per year needs to
be spent on infrastructure across
the globe in the coming decades.1
The scale of this funding
requirement means it is unlikely
to be met solely through public
finance, so there’s a need for
governments to engage with the
private sector, and tap a range
of funding sources, potentially
through public–private
partnerships (PPPs).

‘India’s administrative capabilities are not
like China’s. Therefore, PPPs in healthcare,
roads, education, ports, airports or railways
can be a good alternative to the government
going it alone.’
Sajjan Jindal
Vice Chairman and Managing Director, JSW Steel Limited, India

1 ‘Paving the Way: Maximising the Value of Private Finance in
Infrastructure’, World Economic Forum (2010)
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15. A
 re CEOs saying
globalisation is back?
It never really went away.
Multinational businesses, designed
for worldwide operations with
international supply chains and
global talent pools, didn’t retreat
from globalisation during the crisis.
But CEOs are signalling a potential
change in globalisation’s future. That
72% of CEOs support ‘good growth’
that is economically, socially and
environmentally sustainable is
recognition that they would like
to see globalisation evolve in a way
that links economic growth and
social development.
CEOs’ approaches to the three strategic
focal points address business
imperatives, but also shift towards
this ‘good growth’ stance. Developing
talent is a business imperative, but
entire communities and countries
stand to benefit as companies work
with governments to develop
workforces, not just their own
employees. Innovation is a long-term
building block for any company, but
reverse innovation in emerging markets
will deliver products and services
that are better matched to the
cultures they are sold to. The shared
agenda with government likewise
acknowledges how businesses are
connecting competitiveness and
social well-being: they recognise
that equal commitments need to be
made by the public and private
sectors on issues such as climate
change and poverty reduction.
16
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‘Our definition of value has always been characterised by a high level of responsibility
towards our stakeholders, besides our shareholders, that goes far beyond financial results
and investment returns. The community, the economies of the countries where we operate,
our customers and our employees, feature prominently as stakeholders in our definition of
value, especially under the adverse economic conditions of recent years.’
Efthimios Bouloutas
CEO, Marfin Laiki Bank, Cyprus

For further information, please contact:
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Director of Global Thought Leadership
+44 20 7213 3160
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